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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This document presents the Basis of Design for an interim remedial action (IRA) for contaminated 
groundwater at Operable Unit No. 10, Site 35, Camp Geiger Area Fuel Farm, Marine Corps Base 
(MCB), Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. This document has been prepared by Baker Environmental, 
Inc. (Baker) for presentation to the Department of the Navy (DON), Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command, Atlantic Division (LANTDIV), under Navy CLEAN Contract Number N62470 (Contract 
Task Order 0323), and in accordance with LANTDIV’s Scope of Work dated June 27, 1995. 

The DON is in the process of implementing an overall remedial action (RA) at the Site 35 as part of 
the Installation Restoration (IR) Program for MCB Camp Lejeune. The overall RA will focus on 
the remediation of contaminated groundwater in the surficial aquifer, based on alternatives presented 
in the Draft Feasibility Study (FS) for Operable Unit No. 10, Site 35 (Baker, 1997). 

This Basis of Design presents the approach for an IRA for Site 35 which focuses on an area of 
groundwater contamination along the southern boundary of the proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass 
right-of-way. Since this represents only a portion of the contaminated shallow groundwater 
identified at the site, this action is referred to as an “interim” remedial action. That is, it represents 
only a portion of a more comprehensive remedial action for Site 35, and will not necessarily be the 
final overall solution for the site. The selected technology for the IRA is in-situ air sparging (IAS). 
This Basis of Design, and the associated plans and specifications, present information on the initial 
phase (Phase I) of the IRA. The data collected during the Phase I IRA will be used to determine the 
scope for the continuation of the IRA and possible extension of the IAS system. 

LANTDIV intends to use a Remedial Action Contractor (RAC) to implement this remedial action. 
In this document, the terms “RAC” and “Contractor” are used interchangeably. A construction cost 
estimate for the project is provided in Appendix A. 

1.1 Objectives of the IRA 

The objectives of Phase I of the IRA are as follows: 

0 Assess the applicability of IAS technology in addressing shallow groundwater 
contamination at Site 35 by evaluating the effectiveness, implementability, and 
costs of a full-scale treatment system. 

0 Obtain sufficient data to afford the development of a full-scale system remedial 
design. 

a Assess the impact of air emissions on human health and the environment, and verify 
that air emissions will not impact the proposed highway project. 

After the Phase I IRA has been installed, its performance will be evaluated and adjustments or 
improvements will be recommended for the continuation of the IRA (i.e., Phase II). 

The work presented in this report, and in the plans and specifications, will be performed in a phased 
approach and will require that the Contractor obtain input and concurrence from the DON before 
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proceeding to the next phase. The intermediate steps in this process are presented in the 
specifications. 

1.2 Puruose of the Basis of Design 

The purpose of the Basis of Design is to present LANTDIV with background data on the project, 
describe the primary elements of the Phase I IRA design, recommend design criteria, and present 
assumptions and any special requirements that may affect the IRA. This document is not intended 
to be part of construction plans or specifications to be utilized by the RAC for execution of the IRA. 
Baker assumes no responsibility for the use of this report for any purpose other than the intended 
uses stated above. 
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2.0 SITE BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The following sections provide site background information relevant to the proposed IRA including 
site description and history, previous investigations, site geology and hydrogeology, nature and 
extent of contamination, groundwater remediation goals, and areas of concern for groundwater. 

2.1 Site Location and Descrbtion 

Camp Lejeune (also referred to as the “Activity”) is located in Onslow County, North Carolina 
(Figure 2- 1). The Activity currently covers approximately 234 square miles and is bisected by the 
New River, which flows in a southeasterly direction and forms a large estuary before entering the 
Atlantic Ocean. The west and northwest borders of the Activity are defined by U.S. Route 17 and 
State Route 24, respectively. The eastern border is defined by the Atlantic Ocean shoreline while 
the City of Jacksonville, North Carolina, borders the Activity to the north. 

Camp Geiger is located at the extreme northwest corner of Camp Lejeune and contains a mixture 
of troop housing, personnel support and training facilities. The main entrance is located along U.S. 
Route 17, approximately 3.5 miles southeast of the City of Jacksonville, North Carolina. Camp 
Geiger is roughly bounded by Brinson Creek to the north and northeast, an abandoned Seaboard 
Railroad right-of-way to the east, Curtis Road to the south, and U. S. Route 17 to the west. 

Site 35, Camp Geiger Area Fuel Farm refers to a former fuel storage and dispensing facility that was 
located just north of the intersection of Fourth and “G” Streets, prior to its demolition in the spring 
of 1995. The facility consisted primarily of five, 15,000-gallon aboveground storage tanks (ASTs), 
a pump house, a fuel loading/unloading pad, an oil/water separator, and a distribution island 
(Figure 2-2). 

The Phase I IRA will be implemented in an area located along the southern boundary of the 
proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way, immediately south of the former Fuel Farm, and 
north of the intersection of Fourth and “G” Streets (Figure 2-2). 

2.2 Site Historv 

Construction of Camp Lejeune began in 1941 with the objective of developing the “Worlds Most 
Complete Amphibious Training Base.” Construction started at Hadnot Point, where the major 
functions of the Activity are centered. Development at the Activity is primarily in five geographical 
locations under the jurisdiction of the Base Command. These areas include Camp Geiger, Montford 
Point, Courthouse Bay, Mainside, and the Rifle Range Area. 

Construction of Camp Geiger was completed in 1945, four years after construction of Camp Lejeune 
was initiated. Originally, the Fuel Farm ASTs were used for the storage of No. 6 fuel oil. An 
underground distribution line (now abandoned) extended from the ASTs to the former Mess Hall 
Heating Plant, located adjacent to “D” Street, between Third and Fourth Streets. The underground 
line dispensed No. 6 fuel oil to a UST which fueled the Mess Hall boiler. The Mess Hall, located 
across “D” Street to the west, is believed to have been demolished along with its Heating Plant in 
the 1960s. At some unrecorded date the Fuel Farm was converted for storage of other petroleum 
products, including unleaded gasoline, diesel fuel, and kerosene. 
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From the date of this conversion until the facility was decommissioned in the spring of 1995 the 
ASTs at Site 35 were used to dispense gasoline, diesel and kerosene to government vehicles, and to 
supply underground storage tanks (USTs) in use at Camp Geiger and the nearby New River Marine 
Corps Air Station. The ASTs were supplied by commercial carrier trucks which delivered product 
to fill ports located on the fuel loading/unloading pad located south of the ASTs. Six, short-run 
(120 feet maximum), underground fuel lines were utilized to distribute the product from the 
unloading pad to the ASTs. 

During the lifetime of the facility several releases of product occurred. Reports of a release from an 
underground distribution line near one of the ASTs date back to 1957-58 (ESE, 1990). Apparently, 
the leak occurred as the result of damage to a dispensing pump. At that time the Camp Lejeune Fire 
Department estimated that thousands of gallons of fuel were released although records of the 
incident have since been destroyed. The fuel reportedly migrated to the east and northeast toward 
Brinson Creek. Interceptor trenches were excavated and the captured fuel was ignited and burned. 

Routinely, the ASTs at Site 35 supplied fuel to an adjacent dispensing pump that was supplied by 
an underground line. A leak in an underground line at the station was reportedly responsible for the 
loss of roughly 30 gallons per day of gasoline over an unspecified period (Law, 1992). The leaking 
line was subsequently sealed and replaced. 

In April 1990, an undetermined amount of fuel was discovered by Camp Geiger personnel along two 
unnamed drainage channels north of the Fuel Farm. Apparently, the source of the fuel, believed to 
be diesel or jet fuel, was an unauthorized discharge from a tanker truck that was never identified. 
The Activity reportedly initiated an emergency clean-up which included the removal of 
approximately 20 cubic yards of soil. 

The Fuel Farm was decommissioned and demolished during the spring of 1995. The ASTs were 
emptied, cleaned, dismantled, and removed along with all concrete foundations, slabs on grade, 
berms and associated underground piping. The Fuel Farm was demolished to make way for the 
U.S. Highway 17 Bypass. 

In addition to the Fuel Farm dismantling, soil remediation activities were executed between the 
spring of 1995 and the spring of 1996 along the proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way 
as directed by the Interim Remedial Action Record of ,Decision for Petroleum Hydrocarbon 
Contaminated Soil, that was executed on September 15, 1994. 

2.3 Previous Investkations 

The purpose of this section is to summarize existing information pertaining to previous 
environmental studies involving Site 35. Information presented herein can be found in the: Initial 
Assessment Study of Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina (WAR, 1983), Final Site 
Summary Report, MCB Camp Lejeune (ESE, 1990); Draft Field Investigation/Focused Feasibility 
Study, Camp Geiger Fuel Spill Site (NUS, 1990), Underground Fuel Investigation and 
Comprehensive Site Assessment (Law, 1992); the Addendum Report of Underground Fuel 
Investigation and Comprehensive Site Assessment (Law, 1993); the Interim Remedial Action 
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study for Soil (Baker, 1994); Remedial Investigation Report (RI) 
(Baker, 1995a); Interim Feasibility Study for Shallow Groundwater in the Vicinity of the Former 
Fuel Farm (Interim FS) (Baker, 1995b); Supplemental Groundwater Investigation (SGI) (Baker, 
1996a); In-Situ Air Sparging Treatability Study (IAS Treatability Study) (Baker, 1996b); and Draft 
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Feasibility Study (FS) (Baker, 1997). The reports that were used to support the development of this 
Basis of Design are summarized in this section and include the: RI; Interim FS; SGI; IAS 
Treatability Study; and Draft FS. The areas associated with these reports are shown in Figure 2-2. 

2.3.1 Remedial Investigation 

Site-wide, comprehensive Remedial Investigation field activities were initiated by Baker in 
April 1994. The purpose of these activities was to provide additional data in order to assess the 
impact on aquatic and benthic species in Brinson Creek, support a site-wide risk assessment, 
determine the full nature and extent of halogenated organic contamination in the surficial aquifer, 
and support an Interim FS. Field activities included the following: a soil gas and groundwater 
screening investigation; a soil investigation; a groundwater investigation; a surface water/sediment 
investigation; and an ecological investigation. 

In general the results were as follows: 

0 There were relatively few detection of VOCs and semivolatile organic compounds 
(SVOCs) in the subsurface and surface soil samples. Pesticides were detected in 
surface soil, but were not deemed to be site related. 

0 Extensive organic groundwater contamination was observed in both the upper and 
lower portions of the surficial aquifer. However, the extent of solvent-related 
contamination in the lower portion of the surficial aquifer appeared to extend 
beyond the southern limits of the RI, and was, therefore, not adequately defined. 

0 The northeastern edge of the solvent-related groundwater contamination plume was 
not delineated. From the RI data it was impossible to determine if Brinson Creek 
was acting as a hydraulic barrier to groundwater contamination migrating off-site 
onto Onslow County property. 

0 Elevated levels of inorganic contaminants were also detected in groundwater 
samples collected from the surficial aquifer and appeared to be due to the sampling 
methods used. 

0 Significant levels of organic and inorganic contamination were detected in the 
sediment samples. However, some problems were experienced with this data. 
Detections of organic contamination were masked by a high number of tentatively 
identified compounds (TICS) and some inorganic data was rejected by professional 
data validators. Surface water contamination was limited to a single detection of 
lead and zinc at a sampling location downstream of Site 35. 

a The human health risk associated with Site 35 was determined to be in excess of 
the acceptable range. The total risk was driven by future potential exposure to 
groundwater and current potential exposure to fish. 

l The ecological risk assessment determined that there were no significant adverse 
impacts to terrestrial receptors from site-related contaminants. 
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2.3.2 Interim Remedial Action Feasibility Study for Shallow Groundwater in the Vicinity 
of the Former Fuel Farm 

The purpose of the Interim FS (Baker, 1995b) was to identify and evaluate various remedial actions 
for contaminated shallow groundwater in the vicinity of the Fuel Farm at Site 35. The Interim FS 
was intended to develop potential remedial actions that were to provide for the protection of human 
health and the environment from contaminated groundwater in this area prior to the completion of 
a comprehensive FS, that was to consider remedial actions for the entire area of contaminated 
groundwater as well as other media. 

Ultimately, five Remedial Action Alternatives (RAAs) were developed to prevent the migration of 
fuel and solvent-related groundwater contamination into Brinson Creek. These RAAs included: 

RAA 1 - No Action 
RAA 2 - No Action With Institutional Controls 
RAA 3 - Groundwater Collection and On-Site Treatment 
RAA 4 - In-Situ Air Sparging and Off-Gas Carbon Adsorption 
RAA 5 - In-Well Aeration and Off-Gas Carbon Adsorption 

2.3.2.1 Post Interim FS Activities 

The Interim FS culminated with the execution of the “Interim ROD For Surficial Groundwater for 
a Portion of Operable Unit No. 10 - Camp Geiger Fuel Farm,” signed on September 5, 1995. The 
Interim ROD detailed the five RAAs described in the Interim FS for the remediation of organic 
contamination of the surficial aquifer. RAA 5, In-Well Aeration with Off-Gas Carbon Adsorption, 
was selected as the preferred remedy in the Interim ROD, contingent upon the successful execution 
of preliminary field pilot-scale tests. 

The Interim ROD indicated the viability of in-well aeration was to be determined by means of a field 
pilot test that was to have been initiated in September 1995. However, the pilot test at Site 69 
experienced substantial delays and is anticipated to be completed in 1997. The results of this test 
will determine the viability of in-well aeration at Camp Lejeune. The Interim ROD prescribed 
RAA 3, Groundwater Collection and On-Site Treatment, to be substituted as the preferred remedy 
in the event in-well aeration could not be implemented. 

In August 1996, the EPA, NC DEHNR, LANTDIV, Camp Lejeune, and Baker considered the delays 
to the in-well aeration pilot test and agreed that a treatability study employing in-situ air sparging 
would be appropriate at this site to evaluate this technology as a possible alternative to those 
presented in the Interim ROD. Baker performed an IAS Treatability Study in August 1996. The 
results of this treatability study and recommendations are discussed in Section 2.3.4. 

2.3.3 Supplemental Groundwater Investigation 

SGI field activities were performed by Baker during August, 1995 and April through 
November, 1996. The purpose of these activities was to provide additional data in order to: 
determine the full nature and extent of solvent-related organic contamination in the surficial aquifer 
northeast of Brinson Creek and South of Fifth Street; accurately quantify total metals contamination 
through the use of a low-flow pumping technique; determine the extent of Total Petroleum 
Hydrocarbon (TPH), zinc, and mercury contamination in Brinson Creek sediments; identify any 
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source areas; and support the implementation of an IAS pilot study. Figure 2-2 shows the two areas 
considered in the SGI. Field activities included the following: a soil gas and groundwater screening 
investigation; a soil investigation; a groundwater investigation; and a sediment investigation. 

The results of the SGI are as follows: 

0 The limits of the solvent-related groundwater contamination in the lower portion 
of the surficial aquifer were identified to a location South of Fifth Street. In general 
this plume extends south of Fifth Street along “C” Street from Building G534 to the 
intersection of “C” and Sixth Street. The edge of the plume extends from this 
intersection across Camp Geiger to Building TC773 . At this point, the edge of the 
plume swings northward along the eastern tree line of Camp Geiger and continues 
north to Fifth Street. 

0 No fuel or solvent-related groundwater and soil contamination was detected in 
samples collected from the northeast side of Brinson Creek. Therefore, fuel and 
solvent-related contamination apparently has not migrated off-site onto Onslow 
County property. 

l Samples collected using a low-flow sampling technique yielded results with lower 
concentrations of metals than those obtained in the RI, indicating that suspended 
solids may have influenced the inorganic levels observed in the RI data. Four 
metals (iron, manganese, aluminum, and antimony) were detected during the SGI 
at levels that exceed regulatory limits. Elevated levels of metal constituents in 
groundwater are typical of the Camp Lejeune groundwater and are generally due 
to geologic conditions rather than site-related contamination. 

0 Fuel-related contamination is widespread in Brinson Creek sediments. The highest 
concentrations of TPH contamination were detected downstream of Site 35. It was 
concluded that previous operations most likely contributed to fuel-related sediment 
contamination in Brinson Creek in areas adjacent to, and downstream of the former 
Fuel Farm. 

0 A limited number of sediment samples exhibited low levels of zinc and mercury. 
However, no records exist that would indicate these compounds were used at 
Site 35. It was concluded that previous operations at Site 35 most likely did not 
contribute to observed concentrations of mercury and zinc in Brinson Creek 
sediments. 

0 No fuel or solvent-related contamination was detected during soil screening 
activities at Site 35. These results indicate that the spilled solvents and fuels have 
probably migrated into the saturated zone and are no longer acting as a continued 
source in the soil. 

2.3.4 IAS Treatability Study 

An IAS pilot test was conducted by Baker during July and August of 1996 to assess the viability of 
in-situ air sparging as a possible Remedial Alternative (RA) for the remediation of shallow 
groundwater contamination in the vicinity of Brinson Creek at Site 35 (Figure 2-2). As part of this 
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study, 14 permanent monitoring wells, two air sparging wells, and six soil gas probes were installed 
in the-wetland area along Brinson Creek approximately 500 feet to the northeast of the former Fuel 
Farm. 

The treatability study was comprised of two tests (deep and shallow air injection) each consisting 
of two phases (low and high flow rates). Helium was injected with the air as a tracer gas. Prior to 
the start of the first test, a round of groundwater and air samples were collected from monitoring 
wells and soil gas probes to establish a baseline of control data. During the first test, air was injected 
into the deep air sparging well at a rate of 7.5 actual cubic feet per minute (acfm) for 24 hours and 
20 acfm for 24 hours. A post-study monitoring period lasted for 24 hours prior to initiating the 
second test. The second test consisted of injecting air into the shallow air sparging well at flow rates 
of 5 and 20 acfm. Both of these flow rates were maintained for periods of 24 hours each. 

During both the first and second test, monitoring wells and soil gas probes were monitored at regular 
intervals for a variety of parameters to assess the impact of the injected air. Monitoring wells were 
monitored for static water levels, dissolved oxygen levels, and helium concentrations in the ambient 
air and groundwater samples were collected for laboratory analysis. Soil gas probes were monitored 
for oxygen, pressure, and helium concentrations of ambient air, and soil gas samples were collected 
for laboratory analysis. 

A summary of the conclusions of the IAS Treatability Study Report are as follows: 

0 IAS via vertical injection would have limited effectiveness on solvent-related 
contaminants located at the base of the surficial aquifer. In order to remediate 
contaminated groundwater with IAS via vertical injection, air must be injected 4 to 
6 feet below the zone of contamination. The semiconfining layer at the base of the 
surficial aquifer is too impermeable to allow air injection below the zone of 
contamination, the base of the surficial aquifer. 

0 IAS would be ineffective in the northeast area of the site where a large clay lens 
exist. The clay layer would inhibit the release of contaminants to the atmosphere 
and potentially cause lateral migration of the contaminants. 

l Fuel-related groundwater contamination is not present in the Brinson Creek wetland 
area adjacent to Site 35. 

0 For the reasons listed above, IAS will not effectively address BTEX contamination 
on the northern side of the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of way. 

Based on these conclusion the following was recommended: 

0 An IAS system where air is injected horizontally along the top of the semiconfining 
unit is preferable to a conventional IAS system. 

0 Due to site access restrictions and lack of BTEX contamination in groundwater 
along the northern edge of the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way, an IAS 
system would be more effective on the southern edge of the right-of-way. 
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0 A pilot test should be conducted prior to the implementation of a full-scale 
horizontal IAS system. 

The results indicated that IAS via vertical air injection wells located on the north side of the 
proposed U.S. Route 17 Bypass right-of-way would not impact groundwater contamination as 
expected. The IAS Treatability Study Report recommended the implementation of IAS via 
horizontal injection trenches to be located on the south side of the proposed U.S. Highway 17 
Bypass right-of-way. 

2.3.5 Feasibility Study 

The purpose of the FS (Baker, 1997) was to identify and evaluate various remedial actions for 
site-wide contaminated shallow groundwater at Site 35, that are protective of human health and the 
environment, and will attain federal and state requirements. Alternatives for the FS were developed 
assuming an in-situ air sparging system would be installed along the south side of the 
U. S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way to prevent the migration of fuel and solvent-related 
contamination into Brinson Creek. 

Ultimately, six RAAs were developed for the remediation of contaminated groundwater at Site 35. 
These RAAs included: 

RAA 1 - No Action 
RAA 2 - Site Controls and Long-term Monitoring 
RAA 3 - Natural Attenuation 
RAA 4 - Extraction and Ex Situ Treatment 
RAA 5 - In-Situ Passive Treatment/Slurry Cut-Off Wall 
RAA 6 - In-Well Aeration and Off-Gas Carbon Adsorption 

A draft Proposed Remedial Action Plan (PRAP) for Site 35 was submitted in January, 1997 
(Baker, 1997). The draft PRAP detailed the five RAAs described in the FS for the remediation of 
organic contamination of the surficial aquifer. RAA 3, Natural Attenuation, was selected as the 
preferred remedy in the PRAP. This alternative provides a remedy that is protective of human health 
and the environment, highly implementable, and cost effective. 

2.3.6 Pre-Interim Remedial Action Field Investigation 

The EPA, NC DEHNR, LANTDIV, Camp Lejeune and Baker concurred in November 1996, that 
it was appropriate to consider IAS via horizontal injection trenches along the south side of the U.S. 
Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way, as an alternative to vertical air injection wells on the north side 
of the proposed highway, and as a possible alternative to RAA 3, Groundwater Collection and On- 
Site Treatment. It was agreed that prior to full-scale implementation of IAS via horizontal injection 
trenches a field pilot-scale test (Phase I Interim Remedial Action) would be performed along the 
south side of the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way. To support the design and construction of 
the Phase I Interim Remedial Action, site-specific data was needed. This data was obtained as part 
of a pre-interim remedial action field investigation conducted.by Baker in February 1997. The 
results of this work were reported in correspondence dated June 6, 1997 (see Appendix C. 

Prior to mobilizing to the site, Baker identified two potential specific locations for the Phase I 
construction activity. The two potential locations included a northern area (Area l), located in the 
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vicinity of the former Fuel Farm and a southern area (Area 2) located between Fourth Street and 
Building TC473. The specific objectives of field activities to be conducted in both of these areas 
were as follows: 

0 Establish via survey, the exact location of the southern right-of-way boundary of 
the proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass in the vicinity of Site 35. 

0 Gather sufficient geological data to determine the elevation of the confining unit. 

0 Identify any clay lenses or strata that could potentially impact the design and 
implementation of an in-situ air sparging system. 

0 Determine the current levels of fuel and solvent-related groundwater contamination. 

To achieve these objectives, the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass southern right-of-way boundary was 
staked and surveyed in the field, a total of 10 soil borings were advanced for the purpose identifying 
lithology and to install temporary monitoring wells, and 12 wells (10 temporary and 2 permanent) 
were sampled for Target Compound List (TCL) VOCs. 

The general results of the field effort were as follows: 

0 The confining unit was identified at approximately 44 feet below ground surface 
(bgs) across both areas. 

0 No clay lenses were identified within the limits of either area. 

0 Fuel-related contamination was observed in the upper portion of the surficial aquifer 
within the limits of Area B; however, it was limited to a single detection. 

0 Solvent-related contamination was detected in the lower portion of the surficial 
aquifer at maximum level of 298 ug/L within the limits of Area 1. d. 

0 Solvent-related contamination was detected in the upper and lower portions of the 
surficial aquifer and ranged between 30 ug/L and 886 ug/L within the limits of 
Area 2. 

A summary of the conclusions and recommendation is presented below: 

l When compared to the results of the RI, fuel-related contamination has been 
impacted in both areas by the removal of petroleum contaminated soils in the 
vicinity of the former Fuel Farm. 

0 The levels of solvent-related contamination detected in both areas are generally 
consistent with levels detected during the RI. 

0 Based on contaminant levels, the optimal location of the IAS system is in Area 2. 
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0 The delay of demolition activities associated with the proposed U.S. Highway 17 
Bypass would delay Phase I construction activities in Area 2. Phase I activities 
could not commence in Area 2 until buildings TC-473 and TC-474, and associated 
parking lots are removed. Demolition of these facilities will occur as part of the 
U.S. Highway 17 Bypass project. However, the start of highway construction 
activities in the Site 35 area is uncertain. 

l The delay of demolition activities associated with the proposed U.S. Highway 17 
Bypass would not delay Phase I construction activities in Area 1. 

0 Based on the field data obtained during the field investigation and background 
information Baker recommended that Area 1 be selected as the location for Phase I 
construction activities. 

2.4 Site Geolow and HvdroPeolov 

In general, the upper-most soils at Site 35 are comprised of sand with lesser amounts of silt and clay. 
Lenses of silts and clays are present throughout the sand. Immediately below this sand are 
calcareous sands with varying amounts of shell and fossiliferous limestone fragments, interbedded 
with shell and fossiliferous limestone fragment layers. Collectively, these soils comprise what is 
called the undifferentiated formation, as well as the surficial aquifer. 

A generally fine sand with lesser amounts of silt and clay is present immediately below the 
calcareous sands and shell/limestone fragment layer. This unit has been interpreted as the Belgrade 
Formation, or Castle Hayne Confining Unit. This unit was observed throughout the study area, 
typically at a depth of approximately 40 feet to 45 below ground surface (bgs). The pre-interim 
remedial action field investigation conducted in February, 1997 identified the depth of the confining 
unit at 44 feet to 46 feet bgs in the vicinity of Phase I construction activities. The soils of this unit 
have a distinct green, or greenish-gray color, and contain less water than the overlying soils. This 
unit was observed to be seven to 12 feet thick. 

A fine to medium sand with lesser amounts of shell fragments, silt, and clay is present immediately 
below the Castle Hayne Confining Unit. This unit has been interpreted as the River Bend 
Formation, or the upper portion of the Castle Hayne Aquifer. 

A geologic cross-section was constructed from the boring logs of four monitoring wells, MW- 14, 
-15, -22, and -27, that are generally located in the general vicinity of the proposed Phase I Interim 
Remedial Action (Figure 2-3). These boring logs were obtained from the Underground Fuel 
Investigation And Comprehensive Site Assessment (Law, 1992). The cross-section extends 
approximately 345 feet from MW-14 located immediately north of the former gas station to MW-27 
located near building TC474, and depicts subsurface soil conditions to a depth of -19.5 feet mean 
sea level (msl) or approximately 35 feet below ground surface (bgs). As illustrated in Figure 2-4 the 
upper strata of soil underlying this area consists of fine to medium sands, silty sand, and lenses of 
clayey silt and silty clay. The lower stratum of soil consists of a medium sand with shell fragments, 
and is characterized in the Law, 1992 report as the River Bend formation. However, Baker boring 
logs from nearby monitoring wells indicate the presence of the Castle Hayne confining unit, which 
is above the River Bend formation, at a depth of 40 - 45 feet bgs. A cross-section constructed from 
borings advanced along the southern right-of-way boundary is provided in the pre-interim remedial 
action letter report. 
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Groundwater was encountered at varying depths during the RI and SGI drilling programs. This 
variation is primarily attributable to topographic changes. In general, the groundwater was 
encountered between 5.5 and 8.5 feet bgs. The water table nears the ground surface in the area of 
Brinson Creek, where the topographic elevation decreases. 

The direction of surficial aquifer groundwater flow in the vicinity of Site 35 is to the northeast, 
toward Brinson Creek. The groundwater flow gradient in July 1996 was approximately 
0.007 feet/foot and 0.017 feet /foot in September 1994. Groundwater in the surficial aquifer appears 
to discharge to Brinson Creek based on the groundwater flow direction, the relative elevations of the 
creek, the ground surface elevations, and the groundwater potentiometric surface. 

The average surficial aquifer (lower portion) hydraulic conductivity values calculated for the SGI 
study are on the same order of magnitude as the value in Cardinell, et al., 1993. The average 
hydraulic conductivity of the falling head slug tests conducted on wells constructed during the SGI 
is 89.5 feet/day. This is slightly higher, but comparable to the Cardinell value of 50 feet/day 
(Cardinell, et., al., 1993). The average hydraulic conductivity of falling head tests conducted on 
wells constructed during the RI was 5.16 feet/day, approximately an order of magnitude less. These 
results indicate that the surficial aquifer in the southern area of Site 35 has a higher hydraulic 
conductivity than the northern area. 

Additional information, geological cross sections, boring logs, and slug test data can be found in the 
RI (Baker, 1995) and SGI (Baker, 1997) Reports. 

2.5 Nature and Extent of Contamination 

Extensive groundwater contamination was observed in the surficial aquifer along both the upper and 
lower monitored intervals. Fuel-related contaminants were more prevalent in the upper portion of 
the surficial aquifer and solvent-related contaminants were more prevalent in the lower portion of 
the surficial aquifer. The data gathered during the RI (Baker, 1995) was able to adequately define 
the extent of both fuel and solvent-related contamination in the upper portion of the surfrcial aquifer 
(Figures 2-5 and 2-6), and fuel-related contamination in the lower portion of the surficial aquifer 
(Figure 2-7). More recent site specific data is provided in the pre-interim remedial action field 
investigation letter report (Appendix C). 

Fuel-related contamination, based on RI data, in both the upper and lower portion of the surficial 
aquifer is generally limited to an area north of Fifth Street and east of barracks G-532-G534. 
Suspected sources were the former Fuel Farm, and nearby former UST sites located near building 
G480 and the former Mess Hall Heating Plant. Since that investigation the potential source areas 
of fuel-related groundwater contamination have been removed. 

Solvent-related contamination in the upper portion of the surficial aquifer, identified during the RI, 
is also generally located in an area north of Fifth Street and east of barracks G532-G534. Suspected 
sources appear to be located near Building G480, north of the Fuel Farm and in the vicinity of 
building TC474. 

The RI data did not define the extent of solvent-related contamination in the lower portion of the 
surficial aquifer south of Fifth Street or on the northeast side of Brinson Creek. However, data 
gathered during the SGI established the southern extent of solvent-related contamination in the lower 
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portion of the surficial aquifer and indicated no site related groundwater contamination had migrated 
off-site onto Onslow County property located on the northeast side of Brinson Creek (Figure 2-S). 

Figure 2-8 depicts the full extent of solvent-related contamination in the lower portion of the 
surficial aquifer and is based primarily on SGI data. Solvent-related contamination in the lower 
portion of the surficial aquifer extends from north of Fourth Street to Eighth Street, and from 
Brinson Creek and the Camp Geiger tree line, west, to “C” Street. The highest concentrations of 
solvent-related contamination in the lower portion of the surficial aquifer are centered at the 
intersection of “E” and Fourth Streets, and in the vicinity of Building TC474, the former Vehicle 
Maintenance Garage. 

The area of solvent-related contamination identified in the vicinity of building TC474, and depicted 
on Figure 2-8 was based on RI data. It was included to demonstrate potential problems that would 
be encountered by locating the Phase I, Interim Remedial Action in vicinity of Building TC474. 
The area of high solvent-related contamination, associated with Building TC474, located along the 
southern boundary of U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of-way, is under active roadways, parking lots 
and buildings. Although these facilities are scheduled for demolition as part of the U.S. Highway 17 
Bypass construction, a completion date for the completion of demolition work could not be provided 
by the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT). The contract for the construction 
of U.S. Highway 17 Bypass is scheduled to be awarded in the spring of 1997. It should be noted 
that the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass project has experienced delays in the past. 

In order, to minimize delays and potential conflicts with existing facilities or future construction 
activities the recommended location of the Phase I Interim Remedial Action will be in the vicinity 
of the former Fuel Farm. 

2.6 Area of Concern 

The area of concern associated with Site 35 and shown on Figure 2-9 was developed using RI and 
SGI data, and is a combination of fuel and solvent-related groundwater contamination data from 
the upper and lower portion of the surficial aquifer. Groundwater in the surficial aquifer (upper and 
lower portion) within the limits of this area of concern contains levels of Contaminant of Concern 
(COCs) that exceed regulatory limits. Groundwater contamination outside the limits of the area of 
concern is below regulatory limits. 

The area of concern associated with the overall IRA extends along the southern right-of-way 
boundary of the proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass, approximately 1,150 feet, from Third Street to 
the recently constructed pump station. Phase I of the IRA will be located within these limits. 

2.7 Remediation Goals 

In accordance with Section 121(d)( 1) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), remedial actions must attain a degree of 
cleanup which assures protection of human health and the environment. Although groundwater 
within the limits of the contaminant plume site is not currently used as a source of potable water, 
results of the human health risk assessment performed under RI, and modified by a supplemental 
human health risk assessment performed under the SGI, indicated that the ingestion and dermal 
exposure to groundwater poses a risk to future residents. 
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Groundwater remediation goals for the contaminants of concern, as identified in the human health 
risk assessments performed under RI and SGI, were developed as a part of the Draft FS (Baker, 
1997). These remediation goals are presented in Table 2-1. 
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TABLE 2-l 

GROUNDWATER REMEDIATION GOALS 
OU NO. 10, SITE 35 - CAMP GEIGER AREA FUEL FARM 

PHASE I, INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION BASIS OF DESIGN, CTO-0323 
MCB, CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

Contaminant of Concern I Remediation Level 
(I.&L) I Basis I 

Benzene ! 1 NCWQS I 
cis- 1,2-Dichloroethene 

Ethylbenzene 

70 NCWQS 

29 NCWQS 

Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether 

tram+1.2-Dichloroethene 

200 NCWQS 

70 NCWOS 

1 ,ZDichloroethene 

Trichloroethene 

Tetrachoroethene 

2.8 NCWQS 

0.7 NCWOS 

1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane I 0.41 I Risk-based RGO(‘) 1 

Xylenes (total) 

Vinyl Chloride 

530 NCWQS 

0.015 NCWQS 

Note: 

(I) Based on a carcinogenic target risk level of 1 x 10”. The equation used to calculate this RGO is based 
on guidance in USEPA Region IV Bulletin, November 1995. 
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,/ 3.0 PHASE I AIR SPARGING DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The proposed Phase I IRA at Site 35 will, by design, impact only a portion of the contaminated 
shallow groundwater identified at the site. Consequently, this action is referred to as an “interim” 
remedial action. That is, it represents only a portion of a more comprehensive remedial action for 
Site 35, and will not necessarily be the final solution for OU No. 10. In addition, this Basis of 
Design focuses on the initial phase, or Phase I, of the interim remedial action. 

This section presents background information on IAS technology, discusses system design, 
performance and monitoring requirements. Special conditions that will need to be considered during 
implementation of the Phase I system are also presented. 

3.1 Air SDawing 

In-situ air sparging (IAS) technology has been selected for the IRA to address the shallow 
groundwater contamination at Site 35. This technology addresses VOC contamination via in situ 
(in place) remediation. IAS is used for groundwater remediation and essentially acts as a 
“subsurface air stripper” to volatilize dissolved VOCs from the groundwater. The primary 
components of the IAS system include air sparging wells and an air compressor. Figure 3-l 
provides a schematic process flow diagram that illustrates the primary components of the IAS 
system. For larger systems, or for long-term projects, a building may be required to house the 
various mechanical/electrical components of the system. Otherwise, systems can be skid-mounted 
or housed in trailers. A description of the IAS technology is provided in the Interim FS 
(Baker, 1995), the IAS Treatability Study Report (Baker, 1996), and “Air Sparging in Gate Wells 
in Cutoff Walls and Trenches for Control of Plumes of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs)” 
(Pankow, et al., 1993), which is provided in Appendix B. 

The IAS process involves injection of air into a water table aquifer to create a “subsurface air 
stripper” that volatilizes dissolved contaminants. In addition to volatilizing contaminants, natural 
aerobic biodegradation processes can be enhanced by this process due to the addition of air and 
oxygen to the aquifer. 

IAS systems have been successfully applied at a number of sites. The correct design and operation 
of these systems in favorable geologic settings have successfully achieved groundwater cleanup to 
relatively low cleanup levels. However, incorrect design or application of these systems or 
implementation in unfavorable geologic settings (i.e., low permeable formations or lenses) can result 
in undesirable contaminant migration in both the dissolved and vapor phases. 

A typical IAS system will utilize a network of air injection points constructed of small-diameter 
wells or well points installed to below the zone of contamination. The well points are spaced such 
that they have overlapping zones of influence. Air is injected into the well and exits through the 
well screen, moving outward and upward through the saturated zone. The sparging wells usually 
are connected by manifold piping to a compressor or blower, which supplies the air. Vertical or 
horizontal wells can be used to deliver the subsurface air/oxygen. 

In order for IAS to be effective, contaminants must be relatively volatile and relatively insoluble. 
Contaminants to be sparged should have a Henry’s Law Constant of 1 x 1 O-‘atmosphere-cubic meters 
per mole (atm-m3/mol) or greater and a water solubility of 20,000 mg/L or less, 
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In order to achieve adequate contaminant removal rates, injected air must flow freely throughout the 
saturated zone. An aquifer permeability of 1 x lOa cm/set or greater is recommended for air 
sparging to be effective (USEPA, September 1992). Sparging is generally more effective in 
uniform, coarse-grained soils where air entry pressures (i.e., air injection pressure required to 
overcome the hydrostatic pressure head) are relatively low, and a more controlled air movement can 
be achieved. Fine-grained soils require higher air entry pressures that can create fractures 
(channeling) in the soil formation and limit the effectiveness of the process. Also, vertical air flow 
restrictions, such as clay lenses or zones of lower permeability above the air sparge point can cause 
air to move horizontally below the confining layer, potentially causing uncontrolled contaminant 
migration. 

Due to the subsurface soil stratigraphy and the location of the contaminants of concern as described 
in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, it is recommended that the IAS system be installed horizontally within a 
trench. There are a few different options which would accomplish this and they are described in the 
following sections. 

3.2 Svstem Design Reauirements 

The primary objective of the proposed IAS system is to assess the applicability and effectiveness 
of the technology in remediating contaminated groundwater. One measure of the effectiveness of 
the technology will be to determine if groundwater can be remediated to the established preliminary 
remediation goals, as presented in Table 2-l. In order to meet these proposed remediation goals 
Baker has considered system design parameters for the proposed IAS system, which are presented 
below. These design parameters will be included in the technical specifications. 

3.2.1 General System Description 

The estimated horizontal extent of contamination to be remediated for Site 35 is illustrated on 
Figure 2-9. It should be noted that the Phase I IRA represents the first phase, or portion of the final 
solution for OU No. 10. Therefore only a portion of the contaminated area will be addressed with 
this IAS system. The area of contamination, or plume, is based on data collected and evaluated by 
Baker and presented in the RI Report (Baker, 1995) and Draft SGI Report (Baker, 1996). 

The proposed IAS system will include the following components: 

0 A horizontal air header located directly above the semi-confining unit. 

0 Multiple vertical drop pipes to distribute air to the horizontal air header. 

0 Header piping from the equipment (i.e. air compressors) to the vertical drop pipes. 

0 Air compressor(s) for supplying air to the IAS well, along with the associated 
receiving tank, piping, valves, instrumentation and control devices. 

3.2.2 Air Sparging Well Installation 

Two different options have been evaluated for installing the horizontal air sparging well. The first 
option consists of trenching to the desired depth and placing a horizontal air sparging header and 
associated vertical drop pipes within the trench and backfilling the trench with a more permeable 
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material than the surrounding soil. This option is the best way to insure that the horizontal air 
sparging system is effective as a sparge well. The other option would be to install the sparge well 
system utilizing horizontal drilling, and then trenching the area above the sparge well and backfilling 
with a more permeable material than the surrounding soil. This option assumes that the air will flow 
from the header upward through the native soil and into the backfilled trench. 

Both options utilize trenching for the installation of the IAS system. Due to the depth of the trenches 
and the subsurface stratigraphy/groundwater table, careful consideration of the method of trenching 
to be utilized should be evaluated. Two different trenching methods have been evaluated for this 
site and are discussed in the following sections. 

3.2.2-l Bio-Polvmer Slurry Drainage Trench 

The Bio-Polymer Slurry Drainage Trench is constructed by excavating a narrow trench which is 
supported by the simultaneous pumping of a biodegradable bio-polymer slurry into the excavation. 
After the excavation of the trench, the horizontal header and multiple vertical drop pipes are 
installed through the slurry to the required depth. Following the installation of the structures, the 
trench is then backfilled with select filter materials. After the trench is completely installed and 
backfilled, the remaining bio-polymer slurry is converted back to a water/carbohydrate solution by 
the inclusion of a breaker agent or by the natural enzymes existing in the soil. Additional 
information concerning this technology is provided in the vendor literature in Appendix B. 

One concern that would need to be considered with this method of installation is preventing the 
horizontal header screen from becoming clogged with the bio-polymer slurry. 

3.2.2.2 Sheet Piling 

The construction of a trench utilizing sheet piling consists of driving sheet piling to the desired 
depth on both sides of the proposed trench location, installing the necessary support system, and 
excavating the soils from between the sheet piling. After the excavation is completed the horizontal 
header and vertical drop pipes are installed prior to backfilling the trench with select filter materials. 
The use of sheet piling for this application would probably be more costly than a bio-polymer slurry 
trench, but this arrangement provides a work area that may make installation of the piping easier, 
and reduce the concern of clogging the horizontal header. 

3.2.2.3 One-Pass Trenching 

One-pass trenching is a construction method frequently used in utility installations. The method 
uses specialized equipment designed to cut a trench and allow for the installation of piping all in the 
same construction step. This method can save time and materials during the installation of a utility 
trench. 

3.2.3 Air Sparging Header Design Considerations 

The following design considerations are recommended for the air sparging header: 

l The horizontal header should be sized to minimize pressure drop along the pipes. 
4 to 6 inch diameter pipe is recommended. 
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0 The piping should be rated for compressed air service. Recommended piping 
materials include high density polyethylene (HDPE) or ABS piping. The screened 
portion of the horizontal air sparging pipe should be a pourous or corrugated HDPE 
pipe. 

0 The overall header length should be approximately 100 feet (for the Phase I 
system). 

0 The air shall be distributed to the horizontal header through multiple vertical drop 
pipes, which should be valved to provide control of the air supply. 

0 The air flow rate and gravel backfill needs to be controlled so that the groundwater 
does not migrate around the trench. This could happen if too much air is introduced 
into the trench, which essentially can make the trench less permeable than the 
surrounding native soil. 

3.2.4 IAS Process Equipment Requirements 

The proposed IAS system for the Phase I IRA at Site 35 should be designed as a modular system that 
can be installed easily, and can be modified or relocated at the conclusion of the first phase of the 
project. A process flow schematic for the IAS system is presented in Figure 3-l. The contract 
specifications require that the Contractor submit detailed information on the specific equipment 
selected for the Phase I system. 

3.3 Performance and Monitoring Reauirements 

The overall goal for the IRA at Site 35 is to reduce the groundwater concentrations of the 
contaminants of concern to levels that are below the site remediation goals, as presented in 
Table 2-l. The objectives of Phase I of the IRA is to measure the reduction of contaminant 
concentrations obtained with the IAS system, and to use this information to determine if the IAS 
system can be expanded to provide a larger area of remediation. 

An additional objective is to access the impact of air emissions on human health and the 
environment and to verify that air emissions will not impact the planned highway project. 

The specific performance requirements that the Phase I system will need to meet will depend on the 
actual size and arrangement of the IAS system. This arrangement will be proposed by the 
Contractor, using information from the IAS Treatability Study (Baker, 1996b), and the pre-interim 
remedial action field investigation (Baker, 1997: See Appendix C). 

At a minimum, general performance requirements for the system will include the following items: 

0 An air compressor system capable of producing an adequate continuous supply of 
air to the IAS system. 

0 A header system capable of providing a uniform distribution of air. 

0 A system of monitoring points (i.e., monitoring wells, piezometers) that will allow 
for the collection of system operating data. 
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Monitoring requirements for the Phase I system will include the following: 

0 Groundwater contaminant data upgradient and downgradient of the IAS trench (An 
overall schedule for groundwater monitoring is provided in the specifications). 

0 Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations and air pressure data across the width of the 
IAS trench, and along the length of the IAS trench, to verify that the system is 
providing uniform air distribution. 

a Dissolved Oxygen (DO) concentrations at monitoring points upgradient and 
downgradient of the system to provide data regarding the potential zone of 
influence of the IAS system. 

0 Groundwater levels from points upgradient and downgradient of the IAS trench. 

a Ambient air monitoring at points surrounding the IAS trench, especially between 
the trench, the proposed highway right-of-way. Air samples will be analyzed for 
total VOCs. Consideration may be given to the implementation of continuous air 
monitoring by a portable Photo Ionization Detector (PID). 

0 Total VOCs in the off gas at the trench. 

The specifications require the Contractor to develop a specific monitoring program, based on these 
overall monitoring requirements. 

3.4 Snecial Considerations 

The following points should be considered by the Contractor when decisions are made regarding 
details of the design and construction of the IAS system. 

Existing Site Conditions 

The nature of the site presents some special considerations for construction and implementation of 
the proposed IAS system. Underground utilities are known to be present at the site, although their 
locations are not provided on any drawings. Therefore, all utility locations should be field verified 
prior to proceeding with drilling or excavation operations. 

The Contractor will need to evaluate power requirements for the system and provide electric service 
to the location selected for the IAS equipment. 

The subsurface stratigraphy identified during the previous investigations, as discussed in Section 2.4, 
have identified conditions that may not be favorable for an IAS with vertical air injection. 
Therefore, the installation of a horizontal header within a trench and backfilled with a more 
permeable material than the surrounding soil would provide a more efficient system to remediate 
the contamination at the site. 
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Air Sparging 

With the groundwater contamination being identified in the upper and lower portion of the surticial 
aquifer, it is imperative that the location of the air sparging header is installed properly. This 
location should be directly above the semi-confining unit or slightly into this unit. 

The adjustment of the air flow into the trench must be monitored closely to prevent making the 
trench zone less permeable then the surrounding soils by introducing too much air into the trench. 
This would lead to a situation where the groundwater may move around the trench instead of 
through it. 
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FIGURE 2-1 
CAMP LEJEUNE AND SITE 35 LOCATION MAP 
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GEOLOGIC CROSS-SECTION A-A’ 
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GATE VALVE FI - FLOW INDICATOR HORIZONTAL AIR SPARGING 
BALL VALVE PI - PRESSURE INDICATOR PROCESS FLOW SCHEMATIC 

N CHECK VALVE TI - TEMPERATURE INDICATOR OPERABLE UNIT NO. 10 (SITE 35) 

29 PRESSURE SAFEM VALVE (PSV) MARINE CORPS BASE, CAMP LEJEUNE 
NORTH CAROLINA 
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INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION 

COST ESTIMATE FOR IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 
CT0 - 0323 

SITE 35, CAMP GEIGER AREA FUEL FARM 
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

COST cohwoNENt UNIT QUANTITY UNIT cost SUBTOTAL TOTAL BASIS OR COMMENTS SOURCE 
COST COST 

RECT CAPITAL COST-3 

ENERAL COSTS FOR THE TREATMENT SY?sTEM 

Pnconstructkn Submlltals 

Mobitkatioru’Demabi 
0cc0ntamination Padl Lq+dawl Area 

CoMracl Admbktntlm 

Post-Construction Submhk 
,TAL GENERAL COSTS FOR ME TREATMEKT SYSTEM 

LS 

LS 
LS 

LS 

LS 

1 $6.e40.W S6.840 Wotk Plan. E6WPDES Pknr. H&S Plans. QC Pknt, Shop Dn,,lngs Engineering Estiirte. See Table 1 
1 923.w.M) 923,154 Includes OHM mob or& Wm and trenching rubs are k untl costs Eng+wrkg Estbnate, See Tabk I 
1 f2,2W.00 92,200 Decon pad for OHM veMckr Enpineerkg Estkmtc, See Tabk I 
I $20.000.00 S20.000 hwckkg. shop dmsingn, etc. F’wIcm FS wttmatct EnLeering Esthnate 
I s3,738.00 $3.736 In&der mkt. PmprcIl repmtr EnpkrwMg Esthrrte , see Tabk I 

955,930 

TE WORK 

Consbwt Sd Stongc ha For Conkmbnted Sd 

Mtioh Hay Bak 
SomlP~fke 

waste Pk cwer 

Mow Contaminated So8 To Ston9e /wea 
Set Poty Lker Per Load k hmp Truck 

Load and Transport SaR 
Testhq On S& For Waste CategorMng And IOW 

M&de Oc-S?.c Lab Mob- 

Lab operation 
OHM SmpFmg Pcmomal 

C-tory Sag6np (tked base lab) 
IDWICW Arrabk 

IDW.Vae poty ad tm”sqo,t deco” ,M,s to pknt. 

LhRy Rt-xatkm germ dnk, 
Excavate to 6 bpt 

EacMA with excav&d materkl 

Convaethg h b Lhls 
IS’ RCP. t&al ad mrterlrk 

H0ldwaX 

IAS Synem Maniloda9 Wok 

OnSmiq And See&g 

To& 
lTAL SITE WORK 

EA 
SF 

SY 

Each 

CY 

EA 

DAY 
HR 

EA 

LS 
EA 

CY 

CY 

CY 

LF 

EA 

LS 
SY 

CY 

Ar~tcmpMlryhddnptrrr1MsoXklW’xIW’ 

170 $3.57 9907 400 + 100 dM& for doa” ad eonhmknkd ~4. Saks 36’ tcq Means Ecbos 1996,1’/ 03 9904 AssemMer 
13225 $1.39 $19,251 11SxlI5’.topkcerda, Mcrm Eobor 19% 33 OB 0544 Assembfes 
13225 $1.93 $24.202 12(Yx12(r,tosoverrdpRe Meam Echot 1996,33 09 0590 Assemblkr 

Move sol from SRe 35 to proposed b&l loeattcn. A~N(IIC 50 kldr 
50 940.04 s2,ooo Lkem nccdcd due to rrmi @uld natue o, rhrry Previarr co* Htknrte. 

445 smo 92.670 Asrvmc I W ’ (km) x 3’ (“Mth) x 4(Y (depth) I27 - 444 o&k ,wdr Meant 1936. &b-as 

I S7W.W $700 lnehldc kb pcnonnet Baker 19% Sa& Ordering Agreemet 
3 92,OW.OO fwlo Assmle 3 hvr Of woph9. Baker 19% Bask Ordertog Agreement 

60 914.00 3840 3 rrmp*y t.scccMekm IO hrs,day for 3 days Pmvidut Cost Esthnate 
25 t150.w 93.750 Costs In&da a”+k 1” d nM&.” for VOC for m&k, ad bknlO Baker 1988 Bask OMcMg Agnmcnt 
1 S9OlY.W $800 RCRA and M s&a of CLP data foi decon flui& Baker 1996 Bdc Orddng -enI 
1 t1.5w.w SI.500 Vat wt p&y tark and bxnrpod to makstde Pimicas BakerJob. 

AW”“a 150 LF o‘stom, dmh to be mtocatsd 
133 s.71 $94 1SO’x~x4’/27=133CY Mssm Ecbor 199S - 17 03 0259 AssrmbM 
133 $39 $IlE Means Ethos 199s - I7 03 0401 UnRs 
I33 $1.19 $158 
150 $11.52 $1.729 Means Echm 1996. I9 03 DIES Atrembtkt Book McanrEchaI99S- 1903 0166AsrembM 

I 9469.W 9499 Mnm Eob.x 1996 - I9 03 0505 AsscmbAc~ 
1 f39.9ll.32 S39.9II lnrtal S mk. to moMor effeckncy of IAS systcmf abandon e+stiig En.$nee&9 Estknates - Tabk 2 

41s 94.39 $1,922 Trlmguhrarea4xI50’xI~=416SY Eng. Esttmatc: Prculous Project* 
I8 f21.W $379 Sol damped at the sRa. IMY x 50 I .S’/ 27- I9 CY Eng. Esttmate: Prevlwr Pro&k 

SI02,899 
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INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION 
COST ESTIMATE FOR IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

CT0 - 0323 
SITE 35, CAMP GEIGER AREA FUEL FARM 
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

COST COMPONENT 

I SEU AIR SPARGE (IAS) INJECTION TRENCH 
IAS hsta2atkn vh b@+mer treneb!+g 

Qravel 

2’ HDPE Rhsr and Herder 

3TAL 

I SllU AIR SPARQING EOUIPMENT AND INSTALLATION 

Blomr ,90 SCFM. 3.2 HP, 5PSt 

Tniler mamthg 
Cheek MM 

Pressure Gauge 

Mire. Mkgr 
Esuipmmt Instalatlon 

start-up 

Simple* 

SMpplnp 
3TAL IN SITU AIR SPARGING EOUIPMENT AND INSTALLATION 

DTAL DIRECT CAPtTAL COSTS 

UNrf auANnlY UNIT COST SUBTOTAL TOTAL BASIS OR COMMENTS SOURCE 
COST COST 

SF 400u t1o.w s40,wQ 1WX4~tmnsh VmdW 
cv 445 $20.45 SQ.100 onvel to rm as pletklg k trenm. 100’ x 40’ x 3’ Mc;rmEeharl9961703MtSUlksSook 
LF 154 ts.04 $750 Matetiak a-d imtalktkn ,dser ml header piper Vendw 

S49.850 

EA 1 S4.528.71 84329 Cosl of blomr kntrhtt+x k hewed k the con Meam E&s IWS 33 13 @JO1 Asrer&r Book 

EA 1 s772.8% $773 Means Echo5 1996 33 13 2305 AsrcmbRcr Book 
EA 3 smo.04 SW0 Means Ecbus 1636 33 27 0402 AsrembRer Book 
EA 2 $138.73 $273 MNW Ectwo 1998 33 27 0200 Asrembties Book 
LS I S5.63S.40 95,838 . 20% Of IAS totat e*nt cosl Eng. Estimate; Prtious Projects 
EA 1 S4.225.80 S4,2m tmttatltm of fmkpr. Qaqcr. ad nlven. 754; of co* fin tbetc aenlr Eng. Estknate; Previous Fwjatr 
HR 420 Sl4.W S5.880 2 teh per shFtr. Days l-5.2 shifts. Days 530.1 rMR. 8 tw shi. En& Estimate 
EA 270 s150.00 wwm DTtyS i-5 cmy 12 bm Days B-M emy 24 hrr. 8 well Ens. Estknrte; Previous Projects 
EA 30 s180.00 SSA0-3 1 cc&r per dry. Eq. EMmate 

SS7.822 

$276,501 

IDIRECT CAPtTAL COSTS 

Engheedr-2 ad Design 

Con- Admhktmtim’ Dis+dbtic Costs 
ConthgUCy AMlICe 

set-Lip costr 

3TAt. INDIRECT CAPITAL COSTS 

LS 

LS 
LS 

LS 

1 SSCS4B0 s5,4S4 TaMe 3 Et@nee@ Esthnate 
1 $25.388.00 S25.3SS Tabie 3 E~cwkg Estimate 
1 S41,475.18 841,475 15% of Total okeet Cspka, Costs EnLeerhw Estimate 
1 S7.564.W $7.554 Tabk 3 Enpineedrq Estknatc 

S80.893 



INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION 
COST ESTIMATE FOR IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

CT0 - 0323 
SITE 35, CAMP GEIGER AREA FUEL FARM 
MCB CAMP LEJEUNE, NORTH CAROLINA 

COST COMPONENT UNIT PumTlN UNIT COST SUBTOTAL TOTAL BASIS OR COMMENTS SOURCE 
COST COST 

Ml COSTS: 

WATMENf SY3TEM - O&M 

Laba Srmphg liw 290 $14.00 $3,920 Asum ma&y ewd for 6 months of opention 9 wells, 2 t&s, I day Englnccditg Estimate. See Tab&z 4. 

Labmtwy Anahlrit: 

Grcwldwrtr samples Slmpk 140 $150 $21.000 wk 1 - 30 samples, wla 2-9 - 70 sarrqks, h v/m 9-20 = 40 rampks Engheerkq Erthtte. See Tabk 4. 

Equipmer4. Supplier d Shipphg LS 1 15,000 s3,ooQ 

tteptihg 

Ice, Cd water, eqtndrleo, pump, ID,%’ related charges, & rhippping. 

LS 1 SW0 

Engineerby Estimate 

53.ow 

Labor for Pknt 06M 

Laboratory reports, rdmhkb-atk”, pmdvsed at the end of S mo,#,r 

tlm 209 $14 

Engheerkg Estimate 

S2.9i2 

Admwltrsth and Rewds 

-9mhvcekfM29wMkolyer,ttsl4nlf 
HOW9 M $14 

Em~haerhq Estimate 
$700 ~xZhnpcrmek~ZS~~=W~for6mooths.RateSt4lhr 

a* 

Engineering Estimate 

m+l 4320 s.07 $302 24 how/day for 190 dap (6 months) opcnlion Mcrm E&s 1996 

3TAL ESTIMATED 06M COSTS (6 MONTH OPERATING PERIOD) SW924 

OTAL DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS $357.392 

OTALANNUALOSMCOSTS 134,834 



TABLE 1 
COST ESTIMATE, DIRECT GENERAL COSTS FOR THE INSTALLATION OF AN 

IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

Cost Items 

PRECONSTRUCTION SUBMITTALS 
Erosion Control Plan 
Environmental Protection Plan 
Site Health and Safety Plan 
Work Plan 
Construction QA/QC Plan 
Permitts 
Mist Site Visit 

TOTAL PRECONSTRUCTION SUBMITTALS 

MOBlDEMOB COSTS 
Mob 
Mob/Demob Office Trailer 
Mob/Demob Equip. Trailer 
Mob Front loader 
Mob tractor (landscaping) 
Mob Dump Trucks 
Mob Tractor Trailer 
Generator 
Pressure Wash 
Mob Management Personnel 
Demob 
Poly Tank Rental 
Decon of equipment 
Demob of Heavy Equipment 
Demob Personnel 
Trash pump 
General Site Clean-up 
Security Fence 

TOTAL MOD AND DEMOB COSTS 

Unit Costs Units 

$22.00 HR 20 
$22.00 HR 40 
$22.00 HR 40 
$22.00 HR 60 
$22.00 HR 40 
$22.00 HR 20 

$2,000.00 EA 1 

$500.00 EA 1 
$500.00 EA 1 
$500.00 EA 1 
$500.00 EA 1 
$500.00 EA 3 
$500.00 EA 1 
$50.00 EA 1 
$50.00 EA 1 

$2,000.00 EA 3 

$150.00 MO 2 
$200.00 EA 4 

$3,000.00 a LS 1 
$6,000.00 LS 1 

$60.00 DAY 5 
$500.00 LS 1 

$3.59 FT 600 

Number 
Units costs Source 

$440.00 CT0 338 RAC 
$880.00 CT0 274 RAC 
$880.00 CT0 274 RAC 

$1,320.00 CT0 274 RAC 
$880.00 CT0 338 RAC 
$440.00 CT0 274 RAC 

$2,000.00 Eng. Estimate 
$6,840.00 

$500.00 CT0 274 RAC 
$500.00 Eng. Estimate 
$500.00 Eng. Estimate 
$500.00 Eng. Estimate 

$1500.00 Eng. Estimate 
$500.00 Eng. Estimate 
$50.00 CT0 338 RAC 
$50.00 CT0 338 RAC 

$6,000.00 CT0 274 RAC 

$300.00 Previous project 
$800.00 

$3,000.00 Same as mob 
$6,000.00 Same as mob 
$300.00 
$500.00 

$2,154.00 Eng Estimate 
$23,154.00 
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
COST ESTIMATE, DIRECT GENERAL COSTS FOR THE-INSTALLATION OF AN 

IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

Cost Items Unit Costs Units 

DECON PAD 
Pad construction 
Pad demob 

TOTAL DECON PAD 

$1,500.00 EA 1 
$700.00 EA 1 

POST CONSTRUCTION SUBMITTALS 
Punch List 
Post Const. Documentation 
(Disposal Certification) 
Documentation Report 
( Personnel, Final Engineering Report) 
Introduction - Tech. 
Summary of Action - Tech 
Final H & S Report 
Summary of Record Dots - Tech 
Contract Mods. - Tech 
Final Documents - Tech 
Summary of Testing - Tech 
Off-Site Disposal of Materials - Tech 
QAIQC Summary Report - Tech 
Technical Supervision 
Clerical 
Reproduction 

$22.00 HR 

$132.00 LS 

$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$22.00 
$34.00 
$12.00 
$10.00 

As Built Drawings 
Site Supervisor 
Drafting Tech 

$22.00 
$15.00 

HRS 2 
HRS 16 
HRS 16 
HRS 16 
HRS 16 
HRS 8 
HRS 8 
HRS 8 
HRS 8 
HRS 16 
HRS 20 
HRS 6 

HRS 16 
HRS 8 

Number 
Units 

6 

1 

costs Source 

$1,500.00 Previous Baker job. 
$700.00 Eng. Estimate 

$2,200.00 

$132.00 Eng. Estimate 

$132.00 RAC Design CT0 338 

$44.00 
$352.00 
$352.00 
$352.00 
$352.00 
$176.00 
$176.00 
$176.00 
$176.00 
$544.00 
$240.00 
$60.00 

RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 
RAC Design CT0 338 

$352.00 RAC Design CT0 338 
$120.00 RAC Design CT0 338 

TOTAL POST CONSTRUCTION SUBMITTALS 
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TABLE 2 
COST ESTIMATE FOR THE INSTALLTION OF AS 

SYSTEM MONITORING WELLS 
Survey permanent well locations 
Install 8 permanent wells. Install 2 wells per day. 
Assume shallow = 15’ bgs and intermediate = 43’ bgs. 

IRILLING COSTS 
8 permenent wells up and downgradient of IAS trench. 

COST ITEMS QUANTITY UNIT COST PER UNIT TOTAL COST 
Mob rig & backhoe 2 ea. $500.00 $1 ,ooo.oo 

Backhoe 1 week $3,000.00 $3,000.00 
6.25” augering 232 ft $15.00 $3,480.00 

Split Spoon Sampling (perm.) 24 ea $15.00 $360.00 
Riser (2” ND) 172 ft. $1.25 $215.00 

Screen (2” ND, 10’ long) 4 ea. $20.00 $80.00 
Screen (2” ND, 5’ long) 4 ea. $12.00 $48.00 

2” Well Installation 232 ft. $16.50 $3,828.00 
Decontamination pad 1 ea. $200.00 $200.00 

Standby/lDW Mgt. 8 hr. $150.00 $1,200.00 
IDW contain. solid 1 LS $1,260.00 $1,260.00 
IDW contain. liquid 1 LS $3,250.00 $3,250.00 
Protective Cover 8 ea $400.00 $3,200.00 

Well development 24 hr $65.00 $1560.00 
Per diem (3 man crew) 5 day $95.00 $475.00 

SUBTOTAL $23,156.00 

ODCs 

COST ITEMS QUANTITY UNIT COST PER UNIT TOTAL COST 
HNu 5 day $11.04 $55.20 

pH meter 5 day $6.35 $31.75 
Conductivity meter 5 day $3.86 $19.30 

Turbidity meter 5 day $9.67 $48.35 
2 channel hermit 5 day $75.00 $375.00 

Van rental 5 day $50.00 $250.00 
Lodging 10 day $47.00 $470.00 
Airfare 2 ea. $721 .OO $1,442.00 
Parking 10 day $5.50 $55.00 
Meals 10 day $26.00 $260.00 

Sample shipping 3 ea. $80.00 $240.00 
Log book 2 ea. $6.57 $13.14 

Water level 5 day $2.52 $12.60 
H&S expendibles 5 day $30.00 $150.00 

Sampling expendibles 1 event $145.00 $145.00 
Decon. expendibles 1 event $221 .oo $221 .oo 

SUBTOTAL $3,788.34 
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TABLE 2 
COST ESTIMATE FOR THE INSTALLTION OF AS 

SYSTEM MONITORING WELLS 

SURVEYING 

TASKS 

Survey 

Surveying 2,000 feet ROW and wells. 

QUANTITY UNIT LABOR RATE TOTAL COST 
1 LS $1 ,ooo.oo $1 ,ooo.oo 

SUBTOTAL $1 .ooo.oo 

I LABOR 1 
TASKS 

Mobilization 
Travel 

Sample collection 
Geologist 

QUANTITY UNIT 

8 hr. 
16 hr 
50 hr. 
50 hr 

LABOR RATE TOTAL COST 
$23.21 $185.68 
$23.21 $371.36 
$23.21 $1,160.50 
$23.21 $1.160.50 

SUBTOTAL $2,878.04 
1 BURDENED $6,820.95 
(Burden Rate = 2.37) 

TOTAL LABOR, OPTION 4 $6,820.95 
TOTAL ODCS $3,788.34 
TOTAL SUBCONTRACTS $24,156.00 
AWARD FEE $2,046.03 

TOTAL COST $36,811.32 
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TABLE 3 
COST ESTIMATE OF INDIRECT COSTS FOR 

IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

INDIRECT COSTS 

Cost Items Unit Costs Units Number 
Units 

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING 
Project Manager $34.00 HR 64 
Civil Engineer $22.00 HR 160 
Cost Estimator $19.00 HR 20 
CAD operator $15.00 HR 20 
Word processor $11.00 HR 8 
TOTAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING 

CONTSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTIVE COSTS 
Personnel 
Project Manager $34.00 HR 50 
Site Superintendent $22.00 HR 80 
Field Engineer $22.00 HR 80 
Acountant $20.00 HR 12 
Secretary/Typist $10.00 HR 20 
Civil Engineer $22.00 HR 4 
Q\C Engineer $22.00 HR 2 
Purchasing Agent $25.00 HR 40 
Mechanic $10.00 HR 10 
Certified Hygenist $34.00 HR 8 
Site Health & Safety Officer $19.00 HR 40 

Unit 
costs 

Comment Source 

$2,176.00 
$3520.00 
$380.00 
$300.00 
$88.00 

$6,464.00 

$1,700.00 5 hr/wk x 10 OHM DL Rate 
$1,760.00 40 hr/wk x 2 OHM DL Rate 
$1,760.00 40 hr/wk x 2 OHM DL Rate 
$240.00 3 hr/wk x 4 w  OHM DL Rate 
$200.00 2 hr/wk x 10 OHM DL Rate 
$88.00 2 hr/wk x 2 w  OHM DL Rate 
$44.00 1 hr/wk x 2 w  OHM DL Rate 

$1 ,ooo.oo 40 hr/wk x 1 OHM DL Rate 
$100.00 5 hr/wk x 2 w  OHM DL Rate 
$272.00 4 hr/wk x 2 w  OHM DL Rate 
$760.00 40 hr/wk x 1 OHM DL Rate 

8 hr/wk x 8 Baker 
40 hr/wk x 4 Baker 
20 hr/wk x 1 Baker 
20 hr/wk x 1 Baker 

4 hr/wk x 2 Baker 

Support Equipment\Facilities - Assume trailer and equipment will remain for 2 months as part of mnitoring plant 
Office Trailer $150.00 MO 2 300 , 
Copier & other office furniture $300.00 MO 2 600 
FAX $300.00 MO 2 600 
Equipment Trailer $150.00 MO 2 300 
Portable Toilets $60.00 MO 2 120 
Trash Dumpster $75.00 MO 2 150 

CT0 274 RAC 
CT0 274 RAC 
CT0 274 RAC 
Baker invoices 
Baker invoices 
Baker invoices 
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TABLE 3 
COST ESTIMATE OF INDIRECT COSTS FOR 

IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

Cost Items Unit Costs Units Number Unit 
Units costs 

Electric $75.00 MO 2 $150.00 
Phone $200.00 MO 2 $400.00 
Cell Phone $200.00 MO 2 $400.00 
Walkie -Talkies $30.00 MO 2 $60.00 
Expendables $2,000.00 EVENT 1 $2,000.00 
Travel/PerDiem 
Lodging and meals $103.00 DAY 96 $9,888.00 

Truck $52.00 DAY 48 $2,496.00 
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION ADMlNlDlSTRlBUTlVE COSTS $25,388.00 

SET UP COSTS 
Level Set Up Office Trailer $40.00 EACH 1 $40.00 
Level Set Up Equipment Trailer $40.00 EACH ? $40.00 
Electric Hook-up $2,000.00 LS 1 $2,000.00 
Phone Hook- up $5,000.00 LS 1 $5,000.00 
Deliver Trash dumpster $200.00 EACH 1 $200.00 
Utility Clearance OHM $8.00 HR 8 $64.00 
Utility Clearance Subcontractor $55.00 HR 4 $220.00 
TOTAL SET UP COSTS $7564.00 

Days Days Days CPs 
PER DIEM 1 to5 5to10 1 to10 Week 1 

H & S Officer 5 
Supervisor 10 
Site Engineer IO 
Sampling Tech/Installer 5 5 2 
Sampling Tech/Installer 5 5 2 
Equip Operator 5 10 
Equip Operator 5 
Mobile Lab Operator 3 
Total 28 IO 30 4 

Equipment Operators, 2 truck drivers and 1 backhoe operator for storm drain installation. 
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Comment Source 

Eng. Estimate 
Eng. Estimate 
Eng. Estimate 
Eng. Estimate 
Previous jobs 

See below 

CPs CPs 
Weeks 2 - 8 Weeks 9 - 26 

7 5 
7 5 

14 10 

Total 
5 
10 
10 
24 
24 
15 
5 
3 
96 



TABLE 4 
COST ESTIMATE, 0 8 M LABOR AND ANALYTICAL COSTS 

IN SITU AIR SPARGING TRENCH 

No 
Cost Items Unit Cost Units Units 

LABOR FOR SAMPLING 
Week 1 $14.00 HR 60 
Week2-8 $14.00 HR 140 
Week 9 - 26 $14.00 HR 80 
TOTALS LABOR FOR SAMPLING 280 

SAMPLES ASSOCIATED WITH SAMPLING EFFORT 
Week 1 $150.00 Each 30 
Week2-8 $150.00 Each 70 
Week 9 - 26 $150.00 Each 40 
TOTALS SAMPLING EFFORT 140 

costs Source 

$840.00 Assume 2 techs - 3 events, 20 hrs per event 
$1,960.00 Assume 2 techs - 20 hrs per week, 1 event per week 
$1,120.00 Assume 2 techs - 4 events, 1 event per mo, 20 hrs per event 
$3,920.00 

$4,500.00 Engineering Estimate (VOAS only) 
$10,500.00 Engineering Estimate (VOAS only) 
$6,000.00 Engineering Estimate (VOAS only) 
$21 ,ooo.oo 
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6Geo-Con A Woodward-Clyde Company 

February IO, 1997 

Mr. Mike Smith 
Baker Environmental 
Airport Office Park Building 3 
420 Rouser Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108 

Transmittal 
Geo-Con’s Bio-Polymer Trench Construction Technique 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

In accordance with our conversation, I am pleased to forward the enclosed information 

describing Geo-Con’s capabilities in the construction of Bio-Polymer trenches. Geo-Con has 
installed over 400 slurry walls throughout the United States since 1979. In addition, Geo- 
Con is the originator of the B-P drain method for installing interception/extraction drains for 
groundwater collection and waste remediation. 

We have demonstrated expertise and experience in the successful performance of projects 
throughout the United States, working with private sector clients in the manufacturing, 
chemical, petroleum and pulp and paper industries and with government agencies. Our 

experience has led to the development of special slurry mixtures, custom-built equipment, 
and task-specific procedures to ensure the successful completion of our projects. 

The B-P drain method results in significant savings in materials, dewatering, disposal, 
shoring, schedule and worker health risks. All work is performed from the ground surface 

using a biodegradable slurry. The trench width is narrower than otherwise required, toxic 
volatilization is minimized or eliminated, ‘and no workers will enter the trench. These 

advantages result in a much safer and less costly installation. 

After reviewing the enclosed literature, please feel free to call me if you need additional 
information, such as spec sheets, or wish to discuss details of our services further. Thank 

you for your inquiry. 
Sincerely, 

GEO-CON, INC. 

Enclosures 

Linda M. Ward ’ 
Regional Director 

Business Development 

4075 Monroeville81vd l CorporateOneBldg II l Monroeville, PA 15146~Te1(412)856-77000Fax(412)373-3357 

Texas Offce . ;E’c 7) 383-1400 Florida Off ice . (94 1) 647-5888 

California L1tfSc+. ,S16)887-2002 New Jersey Office. (609) 7 72-l 188 



Bio-Polymer 
Slurry Drainage 
Trench DRAINAGE 

r’RENCHES 
BY THE 
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Schematic of Typical Bio-Polymer Slurry Drainage Trench 

Bio-Polymer Slurry Drainage 
Trenches (B-P Drain) are nar- 
row, vertical trenches filled 
with permeable materials that 
act as interceptor drains or 
extraction trenches for the 
collection or removal of 
groundwater and 
groundwater-borne pollu- 
tants. B-P Drains are con- 
structed using the slurry 
trench technique with a bio- 
degradable carbohydrate 
instead of bentonite as the 
active ingredient in the water- 
based trenching slurry. The 
principal advantages of B-P 
Drains are their high ground- 
water transm.issivity, rapid 
installation sequence, 
superior safety environment 
for workers, and relatively 
greater depth capability. 

APPLICATIONS 
The first productive use of a 
B-P Drain was in the 1970’s 
in Europe for the interception 
of groundwater near unstable 
highway slopes. It was found 
that a B-P Drain could effec- 
tively lower in-situ pore pres- 
sures by transmitting ground- 
water around the unstable 
slopes without the need for 
extensive dewatering, mass 
excavation and structural 
bracing. 

In the United States, there has 
been a growing need for deep 
Drainage trenches to collect 
contaminated groundwater for 
treatment and disposal. Often 
thesedrainsmustbeverydeep 
and operated for extended 
periods in congested areas. 
Recent advances in the slurry 
trench equipment and bio- 
degradable slurry additives 
have made the use of this 
technology both practical and 
cost-effective. B-P Drains are 
now economically competi- 
tive on projects where mass 
excavation, sheeted excava- 
tions and/or well points would 
have previously been used. 
Some recommended applica- 
tions are to: 
l stabilize earthen slopes, 
l intercept contaminated 

groundwater instae 0T 

groundwater p!umes, 

waste containment 
landfills, 

. . . . 

l transmit groundwater 

. . 
l collect conramrnarea 

around work areas, 
l hydraulically isolate 

lagoons or holding ponds. 

. . . . * 

The B-P Drain installation com- 
bines the continuity and stor- 
age capacity of an interceptor 
pipe-drain with the ease of 
installation and depth capa- 
bility of a deep well system. 

B-P slurry trenches are in- 

without the use of lateral 

stalled by excavating a nar- 
row trench (2 - 4 ft. wide) while 
simultaneously pumping in a 
biodegradable slurry and 

bracing. 

maintaining the level near the 
surface and above the sur- 
rounding groundwater table. 
The trench is then backfilled 
with permeable materials to 
form the permanent drainage 
system. 

The critical ingredient in the 
B-P Drain is the biodegrada- 
ble slurry. The active ingre- 
dient in the slurry is a natural 
bio-polymer which yields a 
psuedo-plastic fluid when 
slurried with water. A 
properly controlled and 
modified slurry will remain 
effective for one to two 
weeks before reverting back 
to water. Specially modified 
slurry mixing equipment is 

CONSTRUCTION 
The construction sequence 
for the B-P Drain is similar to 
that used for slurry cut-off 
walls except that 1) permea- 
ble materials such as gravel 
or sand are used for the 
trench backfill, and 2) a bio- 
degradable slurry is used in 
lieu of a bentonite clay slurry 
to support the excavation 



used to blend the bio- 
polymer, additives and water 
into an effective trenching 

/Arty. Monitoring of the pH 
viscosity of the slurry is 

,uired to maintain the sta- 
bility of the slurry and thus 
the trench during excavation. 

Once the trench is open and 
supported with slurry, a vari- 
ety of permeable materials 
may be placed through the 
slurry into the trench. The 
simplest system is to fill the 
trench with gravel or a sand 
filter and grade the trench 
bottom to a collection point. 
In difficult soil, vertically 
graded filters may be tre- 
mied into the trench or filter 
fabrics sunk into the trench 
to resist invasion of soil into 
the drainage system. Well 
casings can be easily placed 
into the trench during exca- 
vation to provide ground- 
water extraction capabilities. 

When the trench is com- 
pleted, the remaining bio- 
polymer slurry is broken or 
converted back to water and 

,P”c”“cninute amount of natural 
dstuff (residual bio- 

Jymer) which is quickly 
consumed by soil organ- 
isms. The breaking of the 
bio-polymer is accomplished 
either by natural enzymes in 
the soil or by the addition of 
a breaker solution. Once the 
slurry has been broken, the 
native soil formation sur- 
rounding the trench assumes 
its original hydraulic con- 
ductivity in a short time. 

DESIGN 
The incorporation of a S-P Drain 
into any project requires a work- 
ing knowledge of both the 
strengths and limitations of the 
technique. The primary design 
considerations for a 6-P Drain 
are hydraulic conductivity, 
clogging resistance, collection 
and disposal options, slurry 
compatibility, and project 
application. 

Hydraulicconductivityandclog- 
ging resistance are critical 
factors which are usually 
evaluated based on filter 
criteria with the surrounding 
soil and the required permea- 
bility of the drain. Typically a 
well-graded but freely drain- 
ing sand or stone is used as 
the backfill. In difficult appli- 
cations it may be necessary 
to incorporate a woven 
geotextile to the face of the 
trench to minimize the migra- 
tion of fine soil particles into 
the drain. 

Usually a collection point or 
extraction well is installed to 
collect groundwater. The 
groundwater can then be 
transmitted to an on-site 
treatment or storage facility. 
Well spacing, screen open- 
ings and casing dimensions 
are sized based on the filter 
material and performance 
expectations. 

In order to have an effective 
slurry, it is necessary to have 
a reliable water source for 
slurry mixing. The fresh 
slurry may be preserved and 

Active slurry Slurry shortly’after addition 
of breaker solution 

Well installation 

modified with slurry additives 
for successful trenching and 
later broken with other addi- 
tives. In general, a properly 
controlled slurry will be resis- 
tant to most saline or con- 
taminated groundwater, 
though the slurry’s effective 
lifetime may be shortened by 
some environmental factors 
such as temperature and soil- 
water chemistry. 

Typically, drainage trenches 
for waste containment are 
installed on the down- 
gradient side of waste con- 
tainments. For stabilizing 
slopes, the drain is installed 
up-gradient of the slope. 
Pairs of drainage trenches 
may be installed on both 
sides of a contaminated zone 
to act as a recharge and col- 
lection system. A comprehen- 
sive understanding of 
groundwater patterns and the 
purpose of the drain is 
required for each project. In 
most cases, the depth of the 
drain is designed to intercept 
groundwater well below sea- 
sonal fluctuations. Drains 
may be installed to collect all 

contaminated groundwater 
by extending the drain as 
deep as a natural aquiclude. 
In other cases, the ground- 
water sink created by the 
drain can be used to create a 
flow toward the well thus 
minimizing both the length 
and depth of the drain. B-P 
Drains may be combined with 
slurry walls to both contain 
and collect groundwater. 

This type of system has obvi- 
ous construction advantages 
as well as optimum flexibility 
in modifying groundwater 
patterns for the designer. 

CONCLUSION 
Deep drainage trenches can 
be installed by the bio- 
polymer slurry trench method 
and are gaining recognition 
for use in slope stability and 
pollution control. This tech- 
nique offers a cost-effective 
solution to many construction 
and design problems for 
drain installation. The econ- 
omy and flexibility of the tech- 
nique are being utilized on an 
increasing numberof projects. 
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Interim Design for Groundwater Date: January 22. 1997 

Contract No.: 

To: Dr. Paul Johnson 

Repres.: ASU 

Phone No.: 602-965-g 115 

From: 

Repres.: 

Phone No.: 

Dan Bonk. Don Joiner, Mike Smith 

Baker 

Subject: Dan Bonk reviewed the results of the treatabiity study and the status of the interim remedial design for Site 

35. Dan noted that Baker was considering options fbr the design, and that a horizontal air sparging system was being 
considered. The following items were discussed: 

1. Depth of air spar&g svstem and method of installation - Dan noted that the depth of the air sparging system 

would be approximately 40 f&t, and that we were considering both horizontal directional drilling and a trench design. 
&an also noted that there are concerns about clay lenses, at depths less than 40 feet, in the area of concern that may 

Sect the performance of the air sparging system. Paul noted that at this depth, it is difficult to determine if 

horizontal drilfmg or a trench is less costly. He did note that fI-om an effectiveness standpoint, a horizontal air 

sparging header constructed in a trench (which is backfilled with a more permeable material than the surrounding 

soils), is the best way to insure that the horizontal air sparging system is effective as a “sparge wall”. 

2. Hvdro~eolotic considerations and trench desia - Dan asked if a “sparge wall” in a trench arrangement could lead 
to a situation where the groundwater moves around the trench, and not through it. Paul said that this could happen 
if too much air is introduced into the trench, which essentially can make the trench zone less permeable, and that the 

air flow rate to the trench needs to be controlled so that this does not happen. We discussed the required width of 
the trench, and Mike Smith asked about any requirements for residence, or contact time, of the groundwater. Paul 
noted that trying to determine the exact trench width is not critical, because the slow groundwater velocities will 
provide more than adequate contact time between the groundwater and the air supply. 

3. Review of specifications - Dan said he would like Paul to review Baker’s specifications on the installation and 

monitoring of the air sparging system. 

4. Air spar&p header desia considerations - We discussed general design considerations for the horizontal air 

header. Paul recommended that if it was possible, he would distribute air to the horizontal header through multiple 
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vertical drop pipes, which would be valved to provide control of the air supply. He suggested that the horizontal 
header be not less than l-inch diameter, and not greater than Zinches. Paul aho noted that for a pilot test, an overall 

header length of 100 feet is probably adequate. 

5. Bio-fouling - Mike asked about any potential concerns about bio-fouling within the trench. Paul said he did not 

think that bio-fouling would not be a problem because the growth of a bio-mass is rate limited depending on an 
available food supply. Since the groundwater velocities are slow, the transport of a food source is limited. 

6. Mimation of iniected air - Mike asked if migration of the injected air is a concern with a trench type system. Paul 

indicated that with a trench, migration of the volatilized gases (outside the trench), would be unliiely. 
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Air Sparging in Gate wells in Cutoff Walls 

. and Trenches for Control of.Plumes 
of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) . 

by James F. Pankow’, Richard L. Johnson’, and John A. Cherryb 

Abstract . 
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) can be stripped from ground water by sparging air into water in welts or in 

trenches. This welt/trench sparging (YVTS”) can remove VOCs from plumes of contaminated ground water as that water 

passes across the sparge zone. With ipacging in wtlls,cutoff wallswill be needed to force the contaminated water through the . 
=gate” welts. With in situ sparging (“ISS”)), air is stiarged directly into a contaminated aquifer. ISS may be useful in treating 
local zones of high contamination, but WTS is better suited for treating large plumes of contaminated grouhd water. Interest 
in sparging mehods is growing be&usez (1) they do not remove water from the subsurface, and so diflicutt disposal issues are 
avoided and an increasingly valuable water resource is not deplete and (2) the Darcy velocity Y in many systems is tow, md 
so only a relatively small volume of water must be treated per unit time. 

The theoretical froclionol efficiency of WTS is given by E = S/(1 i- S). The parameter S is named here as the 
udimensio~ess sparge number,” with S = HRJ(RTyzv) where H (atm-m’/mol)= Henry’s Law constant for the compound 
of interest; R, (m’/s, at 1 atm pressure) = gas sparging ratq R = gas constant (= 83 X IO* m3-atm/motdeg); T = 
temperature (IQ; yz(m’)=cross-secUonat area producingthewaterwhichispassingtnto thcsparging zone;a.nd ~=Darcy 
velocity (m/s). E iacrepses as S ina-. E inaeases as I-I increases because the volaUtiity.of a compound goes up as its H 
inaeases. Plots for E in WTS are given vs. S as welt as vs. some of the xuiabtes making up S. - 

Well/trench spar&g (WTS) has the potential to become a useful treatment method for removini VOCs from 
contaminated sound-water plumes. It is suited for us&w@ mosf of the sol~cnts and petroleum products which have aused 
extensive ground-water contamination. The theory of the method is simple, and the theoretical rem04 e&iencies‘ue 
predictable as well as adjustabIe. 

z Introduction 
General 

The contamination of ground water by volatile organic 

-wa (vocs) tuaains an important environmental 
problem. VOCs of intexst indudc many dense nonaqucous . 
phase liquids ~DNAPL!$“eg, the chlorinated solvents), as 
wdt as the petrotaun-rdated “BTEX” group @enrtne, 
totuene, tthytbcnxn~ and the z+$cnes). Most current 
efforts to rcmai~&e or at kast coritrol VOC co&u&nation 
involve pumping at plvge we& Accelerated in situ bio- 
degradation has proven difficult on large scales, accelerated 
dissolution using micette-forming surfwts is stilt under 
development. and aquifer cxca~tioxt ii usually far from 

=Deprawnt ofEnYitoNnataIsdcnaandEagincaia& 
Gregoa Graduate Institute, 19600 N.W. Van Neuamnn Dr., 
Beawoq olqou 97w6.. 

bWataIo0 ame for Grouodwuet Rtseulch. Depsament 
of Earth SdcDccs. univazity of wataioo, warclioo. GMario, 
CanadaNZL3GL 

pra&aL With pumping at welts, the water may bcz 
(l)d&chargcddirccUytoasew~(2)trcatedanddiscbargcd 
to a sew% or (3) trcatcd and returned to the aquifer- With 
scwerdischarge,anoftenonlysligbUycoacaminatcd natural 
resource is discarded. With aboveground ucasmcnt with 
subseqtleat temm to the aquifer, there may be si~callt 
capital costs.-TtlcrcfOK attanativc treatment tcdulotogics 
remahlofintaBt.ThisiscspcciattyUucascforpzwne 
confrol~ giveu that full t-ciLlediation is often csscatialty 
-@ossiik at many sites of -titer&t. 

It is natural to try and take advantage of the volatility of 
VOCs by designing aeration methods which remove them 
directly from the subsurface. Certainty vacuum exrraction 
has been fouhd useful in removing V@I3 from the vados 
zone. For the saturated zone, anation m take place by two 
methods, In ?par@g”in ‘a w&U or a trench (abbreviated 
here as ‘wlr), air is iapd jato tiquid water at the 
bottom of an open welt oi trznch (Fiidif, ti zb). Ihe 
fntlytisingbubbks oiairs&ipvotatitccompoundsfromtho 
ground wittix that is ftfmiag through the spa%e mu. 
Depending oa ihe situation, the VOCS in the gas gcncratcd 
by sparging may n-&d rrcatmept prior to nteasc to the 
atmosphcrc. in an car[y ap$icat+n. Coyk et al. ( 1985) used 
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Fig. la. Sp&ng in a well, or in a trench (WTS,” aos5-scctiond 
view). 
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this form of spa&g to pump water by “a.~ Mt.‘trom a wett, 
and at the same time, to strip VOCs so that the well could be 

\ 

tied as a drinking water supply. 
In contrast to WE, in “in 5riU Spa&g”(ISS), air is 

injected directly into a saturated porous medium throu& 
an installed screen (Marley et ai., 1992; Brown and 
Jasiulcwi~ 1992) (see Figure lb). WCs arc thereby 
removed directly from the aquifer. The gas flow generated 
by ISS can bc coupled to a vacuum extraction operation 
involving the vadose zone. In sandy aquifers, al low ISS air 
injection rates, stable channels of air will bc established in 

the medium; the ti rising through the channels will remove 
VOCs from water in the adjacent pores, as u!cll as from any 
volatile liquid product phase that might also be present in 
those pores. In coarse gravc4, the injected air may rise as 
bubbles towards the water table. At high air injection rates 
in sandy, shallow, water-table aquifers, the possibility exists 
that the saturated zone.ncar the injection point could 
become fluid&d, with bubbles then t-kg towards the sur- 
face-w ‘e .- .a 0 c. w  
a liquid organic contaminant is present could also cause a . 
mobilization of that organic liquid. This can be helpful if the 
liquid is volatile because‘ it will facilitaie the ~porizatioti 
process. Howewr, ES might also thereby lead to an 
increased rate of dissolution and transport away from the 
treatment zone, including possibly intrbducing smaii drop 
lets of the liquid organic phase into, the moving ground 
water. 

(. 

Site Remetfiafion 
The use of sparging in wells to rcmcdiate a site contam- 

inated with VOWS has been suggested by Herrling et al. 
(1990), .HenGg and Buctmann (MO), and Gv&man and 
Gordidc (1992). The air lift induced by the spar&g is nsed 
to pump water upwards for imma5ite reinf&ation. In the 
approach of H&g et aL (1990) and Hurling and 
Buermann (1990), the reinfiltration occurs through a screen 
near the top of the welt. In the approach of G-an and 
GorelicSc (l!I92), the reinfiltration occurs through a circuk 
gallery installed near ground surface- In both approaches, 
the reinfiltration creates a continuous circulation between 
the WCU aad the spifer~ With each passage through the 
sparge well, the levels of the VOC3 arr reduced. As with 
other spagirtg metIt* no net water is removed from the 
aquifer. prWmab&,numerouJoftheserecirculatingsparge 
wellswouldbeneededtonmcdiateanynalsitc,Adis- 
advantage of this approach is that as the depth to the water 
table inenas, the need to bring water dose to the surface 
f0fdistn'butionintheinmtrationgallerywillFequinspargc 

ratesthatarehcfea&@ylargc.Whencxamincdonamass 

of VOC stripped per unit volume of air basis. these rates 
zlliy become mlattivc. 

Site rcmcdiation by ISS will probably be most attrac- 
tive when there is high locaked contamination signiftcantly 
a&vetkaquitard(ifany~andwhcnoncknowstheloca- 
tionofthatcontami~GoaForexample,whenliquidgaso- 
linchasbccn~vuticaUyinthcsaturatcdzonebyan. 
oscillating water table, ISS in the contaminated zone could 
be an efficient trcatmcnt method In contrast, for more 

- 
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a. b. 
\ 

Fig. 2. a. Sparging in a gale well in a cutoff wall for interception 
and treatment of s flow of contaminated ground water (plan 
view). Note the tendency oftbe plume to widen behind the cutoff 
wa11, b. Spatging in a rcctauguinr trench for inluception aud 
treatment of a ftow of contaminated ground water (pIan view). 

dispcrscd zones of VOC contamination, removal by ISS 
may be diff&lit because of inefficiencies in the transport of 
the WCs to the injection zone. This may remain true even 
when those areas of contamination lie directly upgradient of 
the ISS arca Indeed. note that irregularities in the distribu- 
tion of the air channels (at low ISS flow rates) or in the zones 
of fluidiion (at high ISS flow rates in shallow sandy 
aquifers) may allow advected water to flow through the 
general arca of the injection zone and yet miss exposure to 
the air channels. For sites at w  
is present in one or more po0 

tam, treatment ot the ground 
effcdve. iGG&-i.iXcT%-~~ &ii~~Panlcow (1992) 
and Anderson et al (1992), dissolution from a DNAPL pool 
into the ovcriying ground water is normally very slow. In 
adition, it will bc very difficult to get much direct ISS air 

. contact with a DNAPL pool. 

Control and Remedialjon of a VOC Plume 
When an entire VOC contamination site cannot be 

rcmediatcd in a cost-effective manner by any means, then 
loag-tcmlplumccoIltrol isoftcntheonlyrcmai&goptiotL 
R&rabIy* this option will involve remediation of the 
ground water that does leave the any ISS will probably nof 
bcusefulinthismodebccauseofirrtgularitiesintheair 
injection process. Sparging in a continuous trench in W73, 
however, could bc used to remove WC3 from a moving 
plume (Figure Zb). Under most natural ground-water flow 
conditions. the volume flux of wafer through an aquifer 
(givenbyrheDarcyvclocity)isquittsmall.Inthetypesof 
unconfined sand or gravel aquifus that are prone to wide- 
spread contaxnination, typical volume fluxes are 0.015 to 
0.50 m’/m’-day in the direction of flow (Darcy vdocitics of 
0.015toOJm/day).Thisrangecorrespoudsto0.010to035 
litms/m*in3i Thra, even for aquifers that are tens of meters 
thicl; the volume fk~w rate per meter of aquifer width is less 
than a few liters per minute. This is a nlativcly small rate in a 
trcatmcnt confcxt 
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17:’ A trench for WI3 could be COUSUUC~~ wing pcr-i:; 
foratcd. interlocking sheet-piling. After installing the two i 
sheet-pile walls, the zone bctwccn the walls would bc cxca- 
wed and the gas lines for sparging installed. S-&c the 
conccnlration of thccontarninant in the ground water ar&- 
ing at the trench will surely vary along the length of the 
trench. it may also be advantageous to subdivide the c& 
along that length. The flow of spargc air could then bc 
adjusted along the length of the system SO that the majority 
of the air is appticd where it is needed the most 

An altcrriative to an open sparge trench would be one 
that is bacKtied with coarse gravel (or pebbles). Gravcl- 
filled trenches can be installed using conventional technol- 
ogy. In the case of cohesive materials, direct excavation 
could be car& out. In the case of noncohesive materials, 
driven sheet-piling could be used. Following cxcavatioq the 
air lines could be laid, and the zone bacKtied with the 
d&cd material. This type of system would be easier to 
stabilize against caving than would an open sparge trench 

Sparging in wells could also be used to treat a plume. 
but in this mode, cutoff walls will surkfy be nccdcd to force 
all of the contaminated flow into the spargc -gate well” 
(Figure 2a). The typa of cutoff walls which could be used 
include conventional bcnton$c slurry walls imtalkd by 
trenching, or the type of scalable, driven sheet-piling that 
has been described by Starr et al. (1992). Our-field research 
indicates that gate wclIs can be constructed from a rectangle 
of perforated, interlocking sheet-piling that is, in turn, 
locked into the cutoff wall. Slotted baffles could divide the 
sparge zone into sequential cells (see below), with sparge 
heads placed at the bottom of each cell If the cutoff wall is of 
iuurlocking, scalable sheet-piling, then the sparge zone 
could be locked directly into the cutoff wall. If the cutoff 
wall is of bcntonitc, the sheet-piling could be withdrawn 
after the spargc cell is installcd, and the spargc gate scaled tb 
the cutoff wall with additional bcntouite. 

Bccausc of the tendency of the plume to build up and 
spread behind a cutoff wall, the plume width which a given 
system will k able to handle will bc less when a cutoff 
wall/spa& gate(s) system is used than when a spargc trench 
is used. However, for a wide contaminant plume, a cutoff 
wall,;sparge gate combination might be installed at kss cost 
than aspargc trench. In order to prevent an cxcessivc rise in 
the hydraulic head upgradient of the gatcd cutoff wa& 
results from our modeling work suggest that in the Figure 2a 
con.f?guration, to avoid too much hydraulic head buiIdup, it 
willbenemsarytohave5~ofthewallasgates.?hc 
focus of this paper will bc on the use of WfS for the control 
and rcmcdiation of VOC plumes. 

Historic;rl PerSpective on Sparging 
Up until the mid 19Ws, the dcvclopmcnt of sparging 

for use in cithcr rcmcdiition or in plume control was inhib- 
itcdbythcvicwthatitwascasicrtouzat’f~ ntaminatad 
water after it was ranA from the subsua r cc. For exam- 
plc, the flow of the VOC-Contaminated water can be con- 
trolled more easily,~in pump and treat, and the energy 
rtquircmcnts of pump and tnat with cascade aeration arc . 
gcncralfy lower pcrvolumc of w+ trratcd than with sparg- 



. . .mng. With respect lo the latter pOln1, IwC U& (1 J pu1~iplt; a 
’ given volume v of & a &ance h meters below the water . 

table so as to create bubbles for spar&g will take roughly 
the same amount ofenergy as pumping the same volume V 

r”“* 
of water a sin$ar distance above the water table for cascade 
aeration; and (2) it is relatively inexpensive 10 blow large 

zj volumes of air against the low backprcssurcs in an aeration 
tower, and so in cascade aeration, a given volume V of water 
can be cxpos& to a much larger voiu~e of air for stripping 
the VOCs than can be accomplished using a volume V of air 
during well spa&g. Therefore, from a simple point of view 
that considers only the cosr-effcctiveness of the treatment, 
assuming roughly similar capital equipment needs, pump- 
ing followed by casc_ap_C: aeration will generally be more 
c~onorhal than well sparging. 

Much has changed, of course, since the early 1980s. 
Now and for the foreseeable future, the simpleeconomics of 
treatment is by far not the only consideration involved in 
deciding on treatment options. Issues ofpublicperceprion. 
regulatorypolicy on the ciisposal of comaminared waler, as 
well as a greatly increased waler resource due have con- 
verged to make sparging much more attrac&ve for use in 
plume control. For example, consider a ‘ground-water 
plume that contains a mean concentration of trichloroethy- 
lene of 100 r&i I(100 ppb). L.et us say that a certain WTS 
sparging design is capable of reducing the mean concentra- 
tion to the current U.S. EPA drinking water limit of 5 PgjI. 
in many communities (especially those in the drier climates 
of the west), it might well be easier to win approval for this in 
situ, 95Cc efficient treatment approach than it would be to 

n gain approval for a design which pumps the water from the 
ground, treats it with 95% efficiency, then: (a) injects or 
infikra~cs the water. viewed as “stiiLcontaminated” back 
into the aq&feG or (b) discards the resource into a surface 
sxrcam or a sewer. Thus, the energy disadvantage of sparg- 
ing an quickly become a nonissue. Furthermore, we note 
that pump and treat methods often draw uncontaminated 
water into the zone of contamination, &d also that abilities 
of sugh methods to remove coritaminants from an aquifer 
generally decrease in time. 

Plume Control and Remediation by Welh’rench 
Sparging (WB )--Theory 

Egure 3 is a schematic diagram of sparging taking 
place in a single gate well, or along a single trench across the 
zone of contamination Due todifficutties in w~on, a 
depth of -50 m probably reprcsen& an upper limit for the 
instau&onofWrStXndlzones. 

Spargingwithairwillkadtoasaturationofthcground 
water with oxygea When the water of interest is anoXiG this 
inay kad to the probkmatic precipitation of iron and man- 
ganese oxyhydroxides in, as well as downgradient of. the 
sparge zone. Siicx wmamiDaftd ground water is frequently 
close to the ground surf* for the many systems of interest 
that are already &rgeIy oxic, there will be no such precipita- 
tion. Morwvcr, since biological degradation of some wm- 

,- 
pounds is promoted by oxygen, raising the oxyp kvcls lo 
saturation can be benefii in further lowering the contami- 
nation that escapes rcrnd by sparging. If oxygenation of 

- -  
-1 - - - -  - - - - - -  . -  “ -  . . . “ . - - - ,  .--.a -. ----TI,, 

ustern can be carried out as descrid by Herrling et a~. 
(1990). In that approach, the spargc air is recycled. Contarn- 
inants are cleaned from the air using activated carbon, and 
the ~b.r~ed air is reused. The anoxic water in the well 
quickly removes the oxygen from the air, and the sparging 

( 

’ 
then continues using the nitrogen and other inert gasa 
remaining in the air. 

The theoretical efficiency of WE in removing ais- 
solvedvolatile contaminants from the water which actually 
passes through a spargc zone may be predicted using a 
constant flow. stirred tank reactor (CFSTR) approach (e.g.. 
see Lcvenspiel, 1972). The predictions require a knowledge 
of the Henry’s Law constant H (atm-m’lmol) for the com- 
pound of interest, the gas sparging rate R, (m3,‘s, at I atm 
pressure), the cross-sectional area yz (ml) producing the 
water which is passing into thesparging zone, and the Darcy 
velocity v (m/s). 

Zone A in Figure 3 represents the potion of an aquifer 
that is contaminated at the dissolved concentration ci 
(mols/m’) with a VOC. When Zone A is characterized by a 
range of concentrations, the volume-averaged mean conccn- 
tration entering Zone B should be used as ci. Zone B is the 
well-mixed, open well (or trench) in which single stage 
sparging is occuning. (The manner in which the removal 
efficiency can be increased by distributing R, over several 
sequential stages is discussed below.) The concentration in 
Zone B is cr(inols:m’). Zone Cis the zone of the aquifer that 
is receiving the treated (cr) water. The use of a single ci ~aluc 
to describe the concentration in the spar&g zone results 
from the assumption that the spar&g zone. is well-mixed. 
Bubble zones in liquid water columns are indeed w&mixed 
vertically, and the level of in-column dispersion increases 
with the sparge gas flow rate (Siemes and Weiss, 1959). The 

/ X . :.+- . 
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through the zone. 
At steady state, ct is constant in time. The ground- 

water volume flux (m’/m’-s) is given by the Darcy velocity v 

(m/s). In units of moIs/s, the mass balance for a given VOC 
on the spa&g zone is then 

in out 
CiyZV = ctyzv + C*Rg (1) 

where yzv is the water volume flow rate into and out of the 
sparging zone, and c, is the concentration (mols/m’) of the 
VOC in the spargcgas leaving the sparging zone. In the case 
of a gate well in cutoff wall, y is the effec%ive capture width of 
the gate well. According to the Ideal Gas Law, 

% = n/V = p/R-l- (2) 

+\, 

where n/V= number of mols of voiatiked contaminant per 
m3 of sparge gas, p is the partial pressure of the contaminant 
in the sparge gas (atm), R is the gas constant (= 8.2 X IO-’ 
m’-atm;moidcg), and T is the temperature (I(). Note that if 
t is the temperature in degrees centigrade, then T = t i 
273.15. 

In WTS, it may be expected that equilibrium will be 
neariy established in the spurge zone between ihe ground 
water and the sparge gas. The equilibrium relationship 
between the par&I pressureof a gas and its aqueous conan- 
tration is given by Henry’s Law as 

p=Hcr (3) 

The larger the k&e of H. the greater the volatility of the 
compound. Using an approach dkcussed by Gvinzrnan and 
Goreiick (1992). it can be showr+ that except for high sparge 
rates, the equilibrium for VOCs represented by equation (3) 
willinfactbeaaaincd.Fairetal.(I973)alsodiscussthis 
matter in considerable detail. 
4 BY cq=Co= (1)-O), 

Civ = QF + (Hc~/ RT)R, . (4) 

ct/ct = l,[l + HR,!(RTyzv)] (5) 

We define S as a dimensionless -sparge number”: 

S = HRLi(RTyzv) (6) 

so that in the ideal case, 

CtjCi = I/(1 i S) (7) 

The theoretical ideal fractional c&iency E of the WCS 
process is giveri by 

E = I - ct;ci - (8) 

= S/(1 4 S) (9) 

,JJ- 
The larger S is. the more effxient is the removal Thus, E 
increases with inucashg H sina the volatility of a com- 
poundgocsupasitsHHucin- InacaahgR(will 
‘also increase E locnasing y. z. and v, h0wever. bath 
decreaseEsinathcy-krease the volume rate of addition of 
~)ataminated watkr to the sparging zone. The dcpcndena 
ofEon R,,y,z.andviscontaincdinthcdcpcndena:ofEo\n 
R,]yzv, the dimemionkss air to water ratio. Sina a given 

zone or subzonc of contamination under treatment m bc 
characterized by ~pe~ifk. values of y, & and V, then for that 
zone or subzone of the parameters making up R,/yzv, only 
Rg may bc adjusted to improve E. 

We note that in the ideal, theoretical case, the volu.me of 
the zone xyz in which WTS is occurring does not affect E, 
changing x does not alter the ratio of the volume rate of 
addition of spargc gas to the volume rate of addition of 
contaminated water. For example, while doubling x doubles 
the hydraulic residence time in the sparge zone, and so one 
might expect an increase in E, the volume of water which R, 
must treat is also doubled, and SO E remains unchanged. The 
fact that E is independent of x indicates that x can be varied 
so as to avoid difftcuhks associated with trying to foru too 
much air through t0o little water. 

Table 1 summarizes H data for the 2O-2!?‘C range for a 
variety of compounds of interest. In the case of the contami- 
nation of an aquifer with more than one compound, to the 
extent that the different compounds possess different H 
values. they will be removed kith different etKtcie&es. In 
addition to beiig compounddepeti‘ient, H values are also 
temperaturedependent, often increasing by a factor of -2 
for every 10 degree increase in temperature. Use df the Table 
1 data at temperatures other than 20-25” C should be made 
cautiously. Therefore, if the Table 1 data arc used when the 
ground water is cooler than 2&Z°C, the calculations will 
produa best- E values. As noted by CoIiins (1925), the 
mean temperature of ground water in the United States 
rangtsbctween5°Cand250C.IfH(288.15K)isthevalueof 
H at T = 288. I5 K (lYC), then at this temperature 

S = H(288.15 K) R,,(O.O24 yzv) (10) 
An in- amount of information is bec0ming as6lable 
giving the Tkpendence of H values for VOCsof intetest 
(e.g., Hunter-Smith et aL, 1983; Gossett, 1986). Whenever 
possible, H values for the exact temperature of interest 
shouid be employed. Sometimes, literature \&es for H are 
exprrssed asdimensionless air to water conantration ratios 
(i.e., in our ttotatiott, they are sometimes expressed as H ! RT 
values); to conven to the units used here (atm-m’imol), 
multiply by RT (= 0.024 atm-djmol @ 288.15 K)- 

The criterion for inclusion in Table 1 was a minimum H 
value of 8 x- lo* atm-tt13/m0L Approximately half of tile 
organic EPA”prioritypoUutants”are inTable 1. Most of the 
data are t&able. However, as with all equilibrium con- 
slams, the accura& of calculations made based on such 
data depend upon the t&abilities of the constants them- 
selves. Note that the H values reported for the PCBs are 
mixtw~fqe mlues. As sucfi, they arc not true thenno- 
dynamic constants, and should only be used as generai 
indicaron of tik &h&r of these PCB mixtures. 

All of the petroleusklated monocyclic aromatic 
compounds ate relatively volatile. This fact is very positive 
from the viewpoiit .of spat&g gas&+on~ 
grouad waters. Although pot in&&d in Table 1, if may be 
noted in the same regard that alipbatic compounds (found 
at very high coockqtion in gasoline) possess very large H 
values (Mackay and Shiu, 1981). and monovcr LIZ bnly 
sparingly soluble in water in thofirst pkia. 
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Table 1. Henry’s Law Constants (H. itm-m’/mol) for ~&cted Urgauc Compounus 

(Data Obqined from Mnbey et aI. (1982) ad Mackay and Shiu (lp81)] 
8,;. 

Compound H 1(-C’) - Compound N WC’) 
~Chlorinated Nonaromatics 

Methyl chloridb 
Aethyl bromide 
.Mcthylcnc chloride 
ChIorofoml 
Bromodichloromcthanc 
Dibromochloromcthane 
Bromoform 
Dichlorodifluoromerhanc 
Trichlorofluoromcthanc 
Carbon tctracNoridc 
CNorocthane --- 
I, I -Dichloroethanc 
12-Dichlorocthanc 
1.1.1 -TricNorocthanc 
1. I ,2-Trichlorocthanc 
I. I .2.2-Tetrachlorocthanc 
Hexachlorocthanc 
Vmyl chloride 
1.1 -DichIorocthcne 
1.2-tmns-DicNorocthenc 
Trichlorocthcne 
Tetrachlorocthenc 
1.2-Dicbloropropane 
trans-IJ-Dichloropropcne 
Hcxachlorocyciopcntadicnc 
Hexachlorobutadienc 

0.04 
0.20 
0.0020 
0.0029 
0.0024 
o.ooo99 
U.oooS6 
3.0 
0.11 
0.023 
0.15 
0.0043 
0.00091 
0.03 
0.00074 
0.ooo36 
0.0025 
0.081 
0.19 
0.067 
0.0091 
0.0153 
0.0023 
0.0013 
0.016 
0.026 

0.0002 I 
o.oGo11 
0.00022 
040010 

20 
20 
2OJ25 
20 
2oi22 
20!22 
20 
25 
20 

ii 

ii 
2s 
m 
20 
2Oi22 
25 
25120 
m 
20 
m 
m 
mm 
25 
m 

20325 
20 
20 ( 

2s 
25 . 
25 
25 
25 

5: 
25 
2s 

25 
3 

Chlo&ated Ethers 
Bistchlorometh~l)ethcr 
Bis(2thloroisopropyI)cther 

,/@--Y 
4-chlorophenylp 
4-Bromophenylphcnylcthcr 

0.00068 
0.0067 
0.0066 
0.0050 
0.0070 
0.0071 
.0.0032 
0.0059 
O.oo60 
0.0070 
0.0013 
0.0043 

E?. 
2s 

0:033 
2s 
2s 

0.014 ‘5 
0.012 25 
0.02s 
0.0080 
O.O@O 2s 

Paticidk andRe&ed C 
Tundr, 

Olld&?S 
Ethykne dibromidc (EDB) o.ooo82 2s 
trawChlorda.nc 0.000094 25 
Heptachlor 0.0040 25 
Heptachlq epoxidc om339 2s 
U.i’.&TCDD o.(x);! I - 

Aroclor 1016’ 0.00033 25 
Arodor 122 I ’ o.ooo17 25 
Aroclor 1242’ omm 3 

ArocIor 1248’ 0.0036 
ArocIor 12Stc 0.0026 

Monocyclic Aromatics, continued 
Hcxachlorobcnzenc 
Tolucnc 

Ethylbcnrcnc 
o-)<ykflc 
m-Xylenc 
p-Xylem 
1.2.3-Trimcth$enzcnc 
I-2.4-Trimcthylbcnzcnc 
1,3,5-Trimcthylbcnzcnc 
Propylbcnzenc 
IsopropyIbcnzcnc 
I-Ethyl-2-methylbenzene 
I-EthyI4methylbcnzcne 
n-Butylbcnzene 
Isobutylbenzenc 
SCC-BUCylbCiKCttC 
ten-Butylbcnzcae 
I .2,4,5-Tetramethylbcn 
I-lsopropyl4methylbnc 
n-Pcntylbenzcnc 

MonocydicAromnticr 
Bcnrcnc O.OOSS PotyqdicAromaz5a 2 
Chlorobenrene 0.0036 Naphthaknc 0.00046 25 
o-DichIorobcnzcne 0.0019 Ac-enaphthcne OAOOO91 25 
m-Dichlorobcnzene 0.0036 Accnaphthyknc 0.0015 To;25 
pDic.Norobcnzcnc 0.003 I fwhraanc 0.000086 25 
I 24-TticN0robcnzenc 0.0023 Pbcnanthrcnc 0.00023 25 . 
‘Where two temperatures arc given, the first is the temperature at which the vapor pmsurc was measured. and the second is the 
,,tempcraturc at which d# solubility was measured- 
Vapor pressure data from StuIl(1947), and solubility data from Stephen and Stephen (1963). 

25 - c- 

When the Table 1 pesticides and related compounds, 
PCB formulations, and polycydicaromaticcompounds arc 
present in soils containing nontrivial amounts of organic 

i-- carboxqhcywinnotbccxpcuedzomovtYcryrap~y 
- (Kaxictioff, 1984). However, in porous media of very low 

organic carbon (e.g., sands and gravels), and when soil 
particles and!or emulsions of liquid are facilitating the Sub- 
surface transport of such compounds, their degras of ntat- 
dation will be smaller, and plume control by WII Spargiag 

;. may he of intacs~ 
T 

.I 

while all of the ~~mpunds in Table I arc at kast 
. sowwhat volatik from water, some am snbRantidY more 

volatile than oth&. E.g.. dichlorodiiuorocnethane is 35,000 
times more volatik from water than is anthracene. The 

ik 
depcndcncr: of E upon S is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. 

mcient removal by sparging is possible for low H com- 
pounds for a given Y value by adjusting S through the 
manipulation of R&z As with many treatment processes. 
achieving E = 0.90 is r&tivcly easy (S =9). Each additional 
incrcmentaI increase in E, however, becomes increasingly 
difficuk Thus, an S value of 99 is rcquitcd for E ~0.99, and 
anSvaiueof999isrqukdforE=0.999. 

The fact that equation (9) and Figures 4 and 5 represent 
what may be cxpccted in an actual sparging situation is 
supported by consideration of the well-understood gas- 
cxchangc prootss as dkcusxd by Fair ct aL (1973) and 
G- and Gonlick (1992). These conclusions hmc 
hccn veriiied for spar&q on a laboratory scale by Pat&w 
and Johnson(l98S). Inthatstudy, l,l,l-trkhloroethaneand 
l,l&tfichlorccthane wen runoWd from a simulated aqui- 
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Fig. 4. Sparging efliciency E vs. S for single stage spar&g with S 
ranging from 0 to 20. 

ftr system by WTS. The predicted E values for these two 
compounds under the experimental conditions used were 
0.997 and 0.892, respectively. These values agree very well 
with the measured effkiencies of 0.994 and 0.946, respec- 
tively. A field sparging investigation which supports equa- 
tion (9) is provided by the work of Coyle et al. (1985) using 
WTS for the removal of VOG from a drinking water well 
whiie using ‘air lift” to pump the water to the surface.. 

While Figures 4 and 5 represent dimensionkss plots for 
the determination of E for any combination of the variables 
comprising S, Figures 6-8 allow the examination of how E 
depends upon specifii vaiues of three variables. For each 
Qurc, a moderate value for one of the variables has been 
sckcted and kept constan< and the other two have been 
epried: one on the abscissa, and one by means of a famiiy of 
curves. Since equation (10) was used to cakulate S, a 
temperature of 15’ C (288.15 K) has been assumed. &cause 
the explicit dependence of S on T is weak, Figures 6-S will 

03J 

0.9 

E 

o.I! 

Fig. 6. Spuging ctlicicncy E V. R,/yzv at t = WC foe singi: 
stage spqi~~~ fw mrying H nlucs. 

Fig. 5. Spuging efficiency E W. S for single stnge sparging with S 
ranging from 20 to 500. 

provide good estimates of E at othei temperatures provided 
that H values which are correct for the temperature of 
interest are used, that is, provided that the stronger, implicit 
temperature dependence of H is taken into consideration. 
For Figures 6 and 7, where H is vatied as a family of curves, 
the positions of lines for certain specificcompounds at i5”C 
afeindicated. 

AsZetIinFigum6,Ei with increasing R,jyrv. 
However. for all H < 0.00043 atm-m’!mol (e.g.. naphtha- 
Iene), then Es 0.90 when Rsi -yzvC500. For a given value of 
yzv, a larger gas sparging rate Rs will then be needed; forti 
=0.0001m3~s(e.g,y~10m.z~10m,andv=10~m~s(86 
cm/day), we would need Rs 10.05 m3/s. We note that 50 hp 
compressors are avaiIabie which wilt deliver IO6 cubic feet/ 
day(033m3;‘s)againstapmssureof15psig(-IOmofwater 
coiumn head). With this Rr and with yzv=O.OOO 1 m3,%. the 
Rfjyzv = 3300. and even an H value of only 0.0002 atm- 
m lmol will yield E>095. With terminal bubble rise veloci- 
ties of 9.25 m!s. however. this type of Rs would not be 
compatible with sparging in gate wells of conventional size 
since a well LD. of I.3 m would be requirr to accommodate 
the air alone Sparging in a trench or in a Iarge gate well 
made of perforated sheet-piling cor.tld then be used. (At the 
water surf- the fraction f (0 I f s 1) of the spar&~ 
volume (of cross section A mr) occupied by bubbles can be 
approximated by f = Re/[A(0.25 m/s)].) In diicult cases, 
spar&g in multipk, sequential stages to obtain efficiency 
multiplication may be attractive (see below). 

Figure 7 ptesents curves of E vs. ,m for Rg=0.05 m”s. 
The lowest H values considered permit significant emOval . 
at yzv=O.O001 ml/s, and high E values are obtained for the 
wry volatik compounds. Figure 8 is similar to Fmre 7 
except that here H is held constant at a 
(0.0003 atm-m’/mol), and Rs is varied. As 

** !y tow value 

a bighvahes 
ofEareobt&edforlargeReands&illyzv. 

The Iii plot of interest is one which summa&es the 
conditions under which a certain constant E is obtained. 
How large E must bz in a giwnsituation will, of COWSC. 

dcpcnd upon the absolute magnitude of CL For E = 0.95. 
I 
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Fig. 7. Sparging effkiency E vs. yzv at t = 19 C for single stage 
sprging for vary& H vnfucs, with R, held cotiant at 0.05 m’/s. 

\ 
i 

0 am.31 o.aQu o.o3%! 

ytv 
Fig. 8. Sparging effkiency E vs. yzv at t = 150 C for single stlge 
spatging for varying RI with H held constant at 0.0003 
atm-m’/mol. 

v (m/d. osrumttq yr = 100 m*l 
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yzr tnf/sl 

Fig.9.RIw.yrv~aatt=19C~~~dE=0~forsindc 
sage spar& for nrying H nlucr Top mqin of plot labckd 
in terys of the Duty velocity v in units ol m/d, assuming yz = 

-1 
100 m’. 

; 

equation (6). .‘h, 

Rg = 0.45 yzv/H (11) 

The RL vs. yzv lines in Figure 9 have been drawn using 
equation (11) for vatying valuc~ of H. This plot r~vcals the 
relative ease or difficulty of applying gate/well sparging f 

under a wide range of conditions. (For purposes of compari- 
sort with spedic situations, the top margin of the figure has 
been labelled in terms of v in units of m’d, assuming a yt 
value of 100 m’.) Thus. as yzv increases, the value of Rs 
required to maintain E = 0.95 also increases for a given H 
value. Also, for a given R, and Ez0.95, the value of yzv that 
can bc tolerated increw as H increases. As an example, for 
E = 0.95 and yzv = 10m3 m’.k (v= 0.86 m/d when yz = 100 
m2), if H = O.O[ atm-m’imol, we require an Rt value of 
0.045 m3/s. 

Sequential Sparging 
The spar&g efficiency E can be increased dramatically ’ 

if the ground water is made to flow through scvcra.l scparazc 
sparge cells in series rather than just through a single sparge 
ccl. Since sparging is based on a linear gasjwater partition- 
ing process, each cell will remove continants with an 
efficiency which is independent of the contaminant conccn- 
tration. The result will be a theoretical removal efficiency 
which is higher than that which is attainable with a single cell 
using the’samc total sparge -pas flow rate. 

When S < 1. then E incrcascs approximately linearly 
with Rg. in the useful range of effkiencics (E > 0.5). we nqzd 
S > 1. Based on Figure 4, as S approaches I, however, E 
increases only slowly with R,. Consider then a sin& cell c 
spar&g system in which S = IO so that E = 0.9. Increasing 
E to 0.99 can be achieved by increasing R,, but about 10 
times the gas flow is required. However, splitting the gas 
flow among scvcral difkrcnt spargc cells is a much mot-c 
effkient way to use the incrcascd flow rate of spargc gas. 

Consider then a series of sparge ,@ls each of which 
removes a given VOC with a fractional sffkiency of E The 
amount remaining after passing through the fmt sparge cell 
is (I- E); the amount remaining after passing through the 
second sparge cell is (1 - 0’. Thus, the cumulative effi- 
ciency of n squcntiaI alls is given by: 

Ea,= 1 - (1 - E)* m 

We can comparc the rclativc improvements in the overall 
removal effkicncy obtained by using a single spargc all vs. 
sequential spargc alls. For example, ifin a single-&l system 
E=E,.= 0.50 (i-e, S in that all is 1), then tripling the flow 
in that single all will taisc EFlfm to 0.75. Howcvcr, disuibut- 
ing that tripled flow over threesequential a&s will raise E,, 
to 0.875, and the amount of the VOC remaining in the water 
is half that when E- = 0.75. As another cxarnple. if in a 
single-c4 system E = Eam=O.80 (i.e., S in for that all is 4). 
then distributing the exact same flow over two sequential 
a~willincrraseEcr,toO.89(S=3intachct~)..~again 
rcduccs the amount of the VOC remaining in the water by a 
factor of about two. Given the low Darcy vchxitics prcscnt 
in many systems, singic-ccll sparging cfliciencics of > 0.9 
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should bc attainable fairly easily. Therefore, a sequence of 
three or four such sparge cells in either a gate well or in a 
trench would result in very high rcmoMi efficiencies. 

Atmospheric Contamination Consickmtions ’ 

Emissions to the Atmosphere 
AS is the case with aeration stripping carried auf above 

Ihe ground surface. sparging will produce contaminated air- 
of E = 0.95, and if C; b the ix&id COnantratiOII Of the 

contaminant in mg/ I, then the disch~& in m&c tons/year 
(t/y) will be . . . - 

Dg = 30 YZVCi (13) 

It is of interest to examine how D, for an extensively con- 
taminated system will scale wirh other inputs to an urban 
airshed. Take c<= 50 mgJl(= 50,000 pg/l) assummed over 
aU of the volatile contaminants present. For y= 100 m, z = 
20 m, and v = 10” m!s (8.6 cmiday). then D, = 3.0 tiy. 
While this may seem large in absolute terms. it is in fact not 
large relative to typical urban soura~ of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCS). The following are common, current 
emission rates: large gasoline station wirfr vapor recycle 
emission controls. 2 to 3 2;~ clothing dry cleaners, 5 tiy 
(tetrachloroethene); large industrial %oddard solvent” dry 
cleaners, 40 t/u; large industrial degreasers,40 t/y. While the 
situations in individual local&s vary, in general, discharge 
permits are often not currently necessary until the emissions 
rise above -10 tjy. ;Moreover, the DL values at many 

ground-water contamination sites will be even lower since 
the rota1 amounts of volatile contaminants present in whole 
ground-water systems are often less than a few metric tons. 
In general then, unless the political climate is relatively strict, 
the emissions from sparging are not likely to require rcguia- 

tory attention. When the discharges are either high or inher- 
gtly toxic. options that remain include: (1) acquisition of a 
discharge petit; or (2) treatmem of the sparge air effluent 
prior to discharge, e.g., by sorption onto activated carbon 

Effects of Contaminants Afready Pmnt 
in the Urban Atmosphere 

A result of normal industi emissions of VOCs is 
nonzero ambient air concentrations. Thus, E as predicted by 
equation (9) for WTS will not be fully attainable if the 
compound of interest is present in the spargc air even before 
the air enten t& sparging zone. The-decrease in effiency 
may be predicted based on a mass balance approach similar 
to that used to derive equation (9). In this case, 

mok into sparging zone/s = cqzv + c*R, (14) 

where c1 is the ambient air concentration (mols/m$ It may 
then be shown that 

E = & (1 - C,RT/Hci) 

The term (I - c,RT/ Hci) is thus a correction factor for 
equation (9) It ineorpora~cs the ratio betwan: (I) t& 
aqueous conantrarion with which c, would bc in cquilib- 
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rium (i.e., ca RT;H); and (2) ci. For urban Portland, 
Oregon, Ligocki et al. (1985) nPofi& the following gas 
phax eonantralions in ambient air (mOk/d): trkhlor~ 
ehene, I _ I x IO-‘; cctrachloroethene, 7.3 X lo*; toluene, 4.1 
x IO-“; ethylbenzene, 1.2 X lo-“; and o-xylene, t-2 X 10~‘. 
IJIUS. even when ground water which is only contaminated 
at the -I pg/I level is treated, E will not be reduced si,Ml- 
eantly below that given by equation (9) except under those 
situations when the sparge air intakes are positioned (w- 
lessly) near a localized atmospheric contaminant source. 

Two fina situations are of inWest.. When (I - 
c,RT/ Hci) is la than zero, E will be ttegorive, and spar&g 

will cause ct to be greater than Ci- In a similar manner, when 

Ci is zero for a given compound and its ca is nonzero, then 
sparging will lead to ground-water confamjru~tion where 
there was none before. When problematic, both of the cases 
are likely to occur only for compounds that are not the 
direct target of the sparging. However. the resultant levels bf 
contamination will generally be extremely low, and not the 
subject of concern. 

ConcJusions 
Wellitrench sparging (WTS) has the potential to 

become a useful treatment method for removing VOCS from 
contaminated ground-titer plumes. It is suited for use with 
a very large number of the solvents and petroleum products 
which have caused extensive ground-water contamination. 
The theory of the method is simple, and the theoretical 
removal effkicncies are predictable as well as adjustable. 
The adsqntages of the method include the facts that: 
(I) since the Darcy velocity v in many systems is relatively 
low, only a retatively small volume of wafer must be treated 
per unit time; (2) the water is not removed from the aquifer, 
and (3) unlike large-scale pumping and treat, it does not 
draw large volumes of uncontaminated water into the zone 
of conmmination. nor does it & large volumes of uncon- 
taminated water with contaminated water prior to treat- 
ment. Plans art now being made to test well; trench sparging 
at the Borden field site. 
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aud 73e Nen&tter of zlae AsrsocSon of Ground 
Water Sciscrisis and Engiruers. Membership appli- 
cation forms are avahble upon request. 

Nationnl Ground Water Association, Inc. 
6375 Riverside Drive 
Dublin, Ohio 43017 
(61676X-17l.l) 
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June 6,1997 

Commander 
Atlantic Division 
Naval Engineering Facilities Command 
15 10 Gilbert Street (Bldg. N-26) 
Norfolk, Virginia 235 1 l-2699 

Am: Ms. Katherine Landman 
Navy Technical Representative 
Code 08232 

Re: Contract N62470-89-D-48 14 
Navy CLEAN, District III 
Contract Task Order (CTO) 0323 
Pre Interim Renmlial Investigation Field Activities 
OU No. 10 (Site 35) - Camp Geiger Area Fuel Farm 
MCB, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina 

Dear Ms. Landman: 

Baker Environmental, Inc. 
Airport Office Park, Building 3 
420 Rouser Road 
Coraopolis, Pennsylvania 15108 

(412) 269-6000 
FAX (412) 269-2002 

This letter has been prepared by Baker Enviroumeutal, Inc. (Baker) to present the results of the soil and 
groundwater sampling efforts couducted duriug the week of February 24, 1997 along the westeru right-of-way 
(ROW) boundary of the proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass iu the vicinity of the former Camp Geiger Fuel Farm 
aud Buildings TC474 and TC473. The purpose of this effort was to gather location-specific data LO support the 
desigu and construction of the Phase I Remedial Action at Site 35, Camp Geiger Area Fuel Farm. The work was 
pwfonned in accordance with the coucurreuce letter dated February 20, 1997. This letter report is comprised of 
the following sections: Backgrouud; Objectives; Field investigation; Results; Conclusions; aud 
Reconmendatious. Additionai data is provided to support the text in Attachments A through D. These include: 
Attachment A-Figures; Attachment B-Tables ; Attachment C-Laboratory Data aud Chain-of-Custody Sheets: 
aud Attachment D- Boring Logs, 

BACKGROUND 

In February, 1997 Baker submitted the 100% Desigu Package for the Phase 1 luteritu Remedial Action (Phase 
I) at Site 35. This deliverable is the precursor to the Final Design Package for a horizontal iu situ air spargiug 
(LAS) system that will be located on the western right-of-way bouudary of the proposed U.S. Highway I7 Bypass. 
A critical task associated with the 100% design was establishing a specific location for Phase 1 coustructiou 
activities. Based on the locatiou of solvent-related contamination plumes identified in the Remedial lnvesligatiou 
(RI), approximate location of the proposed westeru U.S. Highway 17 Bypass right-of way boundary, and 
liinitatious posed by existing roadways\and active buildings, Baker identified two potential specific locations for 
Phase I construction activities that are shown in Figure 1, aud described below. 
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l Area 1 is situated in the vicinity of the fomrer above-ground storage tanks (ASTs) and fuel unloading 
pad. The proposed site is flat, easily accessible, does not interfere with Activity operations and will 
require limited utility relocation, if at all. No demolition activities would be required at this location, and 
the implementation of Phase I construction activities would not be impacted by highway construction 
activities. However, the levels of solvent-related groundwater contamination observed during the Rl in 
Area 1 (100 ug/L) are substantially lower than the levels observed in Area 2 ( 1,000 ug/L). 

0 Area 2 is situated in the vicinity of Buildings TC474 and TC473. Both of these facilities are currently 
active and will remain in service until the commencement of demolition activities associated with the 
construction of U. S. Highway 17 Bypass. An area with total solvent-related groundwater contamination 
of 1,000 ug/L, identified during the RI, is located underneath these buildings and adjacent roadways and 
parking lots. This location is optimal for the implementation of Phase I construction activities, with 
respect to groundwater contamination. However, the implementation of Phase 1 construction activities 
at this location will require the demolition of these facilities. These facilities are scheduled for 
demolition during November 1997, to make way for the U.S. Highway 17 Bypass. However. discussions 
with the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) indicated that demolition activities 
could be delayed unless wetlands issues associated with the construction of the Bypass are resolved. 

Based on the uncertain commencement date of demolition activities in Area 2, Area 1 was tentatively selected 
in the 100% design as the proposed location for the implementation of Phase 1 construction activities. The linal 
selection of a site for Phase I .construction activities will be based on an assessment of current groundwater 
contamination levels, and location specific geological data identified in Areas 1 and 2 collected during the Pre- 
Interim Remedial Action field activities. These additional field activities were approved by LANTDIV via a 
Baker concurrence letter dated February 20, 1997 and commenced on February 2 I, 1997. 

OBJECTIVES 

The overall objective of this field effort was to gather sufficient geological and groundwater contamination data 
that- would support the assessment of both Area 1 and Area 2 as potential locations for the implementation of 
Phase I construction activities. The specific objectives of the field activities were as follows: 

0 Establish, via survey, the exact location of the western ROW bounda* of the proposed U.S. Highway 
17 Bypass in the vicinity of Site 35. 

0 Gather sufficient geological data to determine the elevation of the confining unit. 

0 Identify any clay lenses or strata that could potentially impact the design a~ld.impletlle~ltation of an in 
situ air sparging system. 

l Determine the current levels of fuel and solvent-related groundwater contamination. 
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FIELD INVESTIGATION 

Field activities commenced on February 2 1, 1997. Prior to the installation of any temporary monitoring wells, 
the western ROW boundary of the proposed U.S. Highway 17 Bypass was surveyed and staked in the field 
between “C” Street and the new pumping station, by Lanier Surveying Inc. of Jacksonville, NC (Figure 2). Upon 
completion of surveying activities a discrepancy was noted between the approximate ROW shown in Figure 1 
and the actual alignment shown in Figure 2. The actual alignment of the western right-of way boundary in the 
field was approximately 15 to 30 feet to the west of the approximate ROW boundary alignment shown in Figure 
1 in the vicinity of Area 1. The discrepancy between the actual and approximate ROW alignment in the vicinity 
of Area 2 was somewhat less than that. 

The ROW discrepancy resulted in changes to Task 2 - Monitoring Well Installation and Task 3 - Groundwater 
Sampling and Analysis, that were outlined in the Baker concurrence letter dated February 20. 1997. The existing 
wells that were to be sampled, and the temporary well locations that were proposed in the concurrence letter are 
shown in Figure 1. The actual locations of the temporary welIs and the existing permanent wells that were 
sampled are shown in Figure 2. In general, the differences between proposed and actual field activities that 
resulted from the ROW discrepancy are as follows: 

l Intermediate temporaq well TW34B was originally to be installed on the north side of Fourth Street 
adjacent to permanent monitoring well cluster MW22. This well was actually installed on the south side 
of Fourth Street closer to monitoring well cluster MW26 than MW22. 

l The existing monitoring well MW22A was the shallow well that was originally paired with the 
intermediate temporary well TW34B. However, the actual location of TW34B was closer lo existing 
monitoring well MW26A. As a result, MW26A was sampled as the shallow compliment to TW34B 
rather than MW22A. 

l Temporary monitoring well TW35B was originally to be installed north of the parking lot on the north 
side of Building TC474. The actual location of this temporary well is in front of Building TC474 on the 
eastern edge of “G” Street. Monitoring well MW27 reruained as the shallow conlphent to TW35B. 

0 Temporary monitoring well cluster TW36A,B was originally to be installed on the south side of Building 
TC474. The actual location of this cluster is along the north side of Building TC473. 

l Temporary monitoring well cluster TW37A,B was shifted to the west only a I’ew feet. 

Mbnitoring Well Installation 

A total of 10 teniporary nionitoring wells were installed to assess existing groundwater conlanhation in the 
upper and lower portion of the surficial aquifer during the week of FebruacJ 24. 1997. These Lemporaq’ 
monitoring wells were constructed as four, two well clusters (TW32A,B, TW33A,B, TW36A,B. and TW37A,B), 
‘and two individual wells (TW34B and TW35B). A cluster consisted of a shallow well. screened across the water 
table and an intemxdiate well that was seated in the conlining unit. Shallow wells arc dcsignatcd with an A. and 
intem~ediate wells are designated with a B. Both single wells were constructed as intennediatc wells. Shallow 
wells were constructed to depths that ranged from I6 feet below ground surface (bgs) to I8 feet bgs. Lntermediate 
wells were constructed to depths that ranged from 45 feet bgs to 46 feet bgs. Well dc& and screcncd intervals 
are suniniarized in Table 1. 
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The temporary monitoring well borings were advanced using a 3 1/4-m& ID hollow stem augers. Upon reaching 
depth, a I” nominal diameter monitoring well was installed in the borehole through the auger. No sand pack, 
bentonite seal, or protective casings were installed with any of the temporary monitoring wells. During 
monitoring well construction it was necessary to introduce water into the borehole to maintain borehole integrity 
and combat heaving sands. 

The temporary monitoring wells were constructed with Schedule 40, PVC, 1 -inch nominal diameter screens (.Ol 
slot) and riser pipe. Bach monitoring well was also fitted with a well sock that acted as a filter. To be consistent 
with previous well installations at Site 35, intemxxiiate wells were constructed with five-foot screens seated in 
the confining unit, and shallow wells were screened across the water table with ten-foot screens. 

Under .Task 2- Monitoring Well Installation, a subsurface soil investigation was conducted that consisted of a 
geological classification of subsurface soils that are underneath Areas I and 2. Under this task splits spoons were 
collected during the advancement of intermediate depth well borings (TW32B. TW33B. TW34B.. TW35B. 
TW36B and TW37B). Split spoons were collected continuously in borings TW32B. and TW33B. The geology 
observed in these borings, by the site geologist, was noted to be consistent with the geology identilied at adjacent 
existing borings. As a result split spoons were collected at five-foot centers in borings TW34B, TW35B, 
TW36B, and TW37B. Split spoons were not collected from shallow well borings. No environmental soil 
samples were collected for analysis. Upon completion of groundwater sampling activities, the well screens and 
riser pipes were removed from the boreholes, and the open boreholes were backfilled with cuttings. 

Groundwater Sampling: and Analysis 

Under Task 3-Groundwater Sampling and Analysis, groundwater samples were collected from all ten temporary 
monitoring wells (TW32A,B, TW33A,B, TW348, TW35B, TW36A,B, and TW37A.B) and Lwo existing 
permanent monitoring wells (MW26A and MW27A) using a peristaltic pump that was capable of operaling in 
the low-flow mode. Tubing through which the sample was collected was dedicated LO each well and discarded 
after each use. Prior to sample collection each well was purged until all of the following criteria were met: 

0 A minimum of three well volumes were removed from each well. 

0 Conductivity and pH readings from three consecutive well volumes that were within 10% of each other. 

l Turbidity readings of 10 nephlemetric turbidity units (NTUs) or less were observed. 

Groundwater samples were packed on ice and shipped to Weston Environmental Metrics Inc.. of University Park. 
Illinois for Contract Lab Protocol (CLP) Volatile Organic Analysis (VOA). 

Management Of Investigative Derive Waste UDW) 

Cuttings generated during the investigation were placed on plastic and covered. After completion of the sampling 
program the cuttings were used to backfill boreholes. As a result no solid 1DW remained at the site after the 
completion of the field effort. . 

Approximately 250 gallons of liquid IDW was generated during sampling operations. This is currently being 
stored in a 500 gallon tank currently located at Site 35. Upon approval from the Activity. LANTDIV and OHM 
Corporation this IDW will be transported to the groundwater treatment plant located at Site 82 along with liquid 
IDW from Sites 89 and 93. 
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RESULTS 

The results of the subsurface soil and groundwater investigation are presented below. A geological cross-section 
that extends approximately from the tree line near the former above ground storage tanks (AST) to the south side 
of Buiklmg TC473 (Figure 3) is presented in Figure 4. Groundwater contamination data is presented in Table 2 
and graphically depicted on Figures 5 through 8. 

Subsurface Soil Investigation 

The geology that underlays Areas 1 and 2 is generally consistent with the geology observed from other borings 
advanced in the northern area of Site 35 during the Rl. The top layer of soil across Area I and 2 is approximately 
21 to 26 feet thick, and generally consists of a fine to medium sand with trace to little amounts of silt and clay. 
An intermediate layer of soil was observed behveen the top layer and the Castle Hayne confining unit. This layer 
is approximately 18 to 23 feet thick, and consists of a fine to coarse grain sand, cemented nodules and a trace of 
silt. In general, the Castle Hayne confining unit was identified at a depth of4 1 to 44 L‘cet bgs. 

A layer of dark brown peat was observed in Area 1 in the soil borings associated with monitoring wells TW33B 
and TW34B. The top of the peat. layer was observed at a depth of approximately 16 Lo 18 feet bgs. lt extended 
to a depth of 25 and 26 feet bgs. 

No significant clay lenses or strata that could potentially impact the design and implementation of an 1AS system 
were encountered. 

Groundwater Investigation 

The results of this investigation are presented in the following sections. Results are also presented in Table 2 and 
graphically in Figures 5 through 8. 

Non Site Related Coutamination 

Compounds associated with the chlorination of potable water were detected in three samples. Chloroform 
was detected in samples 35TW33A-05 (2 J q/L), 35TW36A-05 (6 J ug/L) and 35-TW35B:05 (3 J ug/L), 
and bromodichloromethane was detected in sample 35TW36A-05 (4 J ug/L). Chloroform and bromodi- 
chloromethane are not assocjated with previous site activities that occurred at Site 35. and are typically found in 
temporary monkoring wells where substantial amounts of potable water was used during well installation. 

Site Related Contamiuation 

The site-related contamination data that was gathered during this investigation will be used Lo support the Final 
Design Package for an IAS system that is to be constructed at Sile 35. Because Lhe data is being used lo support 
design and not a risk assessment the following se&ions focus on groups of contaminants (lilel-related and solvenl- 
related contamination) rather than individual contaminants. In addition, the data from this investigation was 
organized in this manner so it could easily be compared to the Rl data. 

This investigation, considered total fuel-related conlamination in a sample Lo be Lhe sun1 of’ detected levels of 
benzene, toluene, cthylbenzcne, and sylencs (Lotal). Solvent-related contamination at this site consists only of 
the chlorinated hydrocarbon variety As such. the Lotal solvent-related contamination in a sample gathered under 
this investigation is the su~l of dcteckd Icvcls of I. I -dichlorocthanc. I. I -dichloroctheuc. I. I .2-dichlorocLhanc. 
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1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, 1,1,2-trichloroethane, trichlorethene, l.2- dichloroethenc (total) and vinyl chloride. 
During this investigation not all of the above fuel and solvent-related compounds noted above were detected. 
However, all of these contaminants were also used to define fuel and solvent-related contamination in the RI. In 
order to compare the data from this investigation to RI data, the same definitions of fuel and solvent-related data 
must be used. Nondetected chlorinated pr fuel-related compounds were assigned a value of zero.. 

The analytical results are presented by area in the following sections. Within each area the results are presented 
by the lower and upper portion of the surficial aquifer, and compared to the results of the Baker EU. 

Area 1 

Contamination within Area 1 detected in this investigation was solvent-related. and limited to the lower portion 
of the surficial aquifer. Total solvent-related contamination levels ranged between 100 ug/L and 500 rig/L. 
Inconsistencies were noted between the data gathered during this investigation and the RI conducted by Baker 
in 1994, with respect to fuel-related contamination in the upper and lower potions of the surticial aquifer. 
Solvent-related contamination levels were generally consistent across both investigations. 

1Jpper Portion of the Surficial Aquifir 

No fuel or solvent-related contaminants were encountered in the upper portion of the surticial within the limits 
of Area 1 during this investigation (Figures 5 and 6). 

With respect to total fuel-related contamination in the upper portion of the surticial aquifer, the results of lhis 
investigation are inconsistent with the results of the Rl (Figure 5). Samples collected during the current 
investigation from the two shallow temporary wells (TW32A and TW33A) located within the limits of Area 1 
exhibited no detections of fuel-related contamination. However, Rl data indicated that temporary well TW32A 
was located in an area with total fuel-related contamination that ranged between IO0 ug/L and 1,000 us/L, and 
temporary well TW33A was located in an area that exceeded 1,000 ug/L of total fuel-related contamination. 

These inconsistencies can potentially be explained by source removal activities that occurred during the summer 
and fall of 1995. Petroleum contaminated soils were removed and the escavations backfilled with clean soil 
within the footprint of the AST facility, and in an area east of F Street, adiacent to the parking area located north 
of building G480. 

With respect to total solvent-related contamination in the upper portion of the surficial aquifer, the results from 
this investigation are consistent with the results of the Rl (Figure 6). No solvent-related contamination was 
detected within the limits of Area 1 in the upper portion of the surficial aquifer during the RI or this investigation 
(Figure 6). 

Lower Portion of the Surficial Aquifk 

No fuel-related contamination was detected in the lower portion of the surlicial aquifer within the limits of Arca 1 
during this investigation (Figure 7). However, total solvent related-contamillatioll was detected in the two 
intermediate temporary wells (TW32B = 177 ug/L and TW33B = 296 t&L) located within the limits of Area I 
and, a single intermediate temporary well (TW34B= 237 ug/L) located immediately south of the limits of Area I 
(Figure 8). 
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The total solvent related-contamination detected in temporary well TW32B consisted of vinyl chloride (4 J ug/L), 
total 1,2-dichloroethene (170 t&L), and trichloroethene (3 I&L). The total solvent related-contaminalioii 
detected in temporary well TW33B consisted of vinyl chloride (6 J ug/L), and total i-2-dichloroethene (290 
ug/L). The total solvent related-contamination detected in temporary well TW34B consisted of vinyl chloride 
(5 J ug/L), total 1,2-dichloroethene (2 10 ug/L), and trichloroethene (22 ug/L). 

With respect to total fuel-related contamination in the lower portion of the surfkial aquifer, the results of this 
investigation are somewhat inconsistent with the results of the RI. Samples collected under the current 
investigation from the two intermediate temporary wells (TW32B and TW33B) located within the limits of Area 
1 exhibited no detections of tieI-related tintamination. However, RI data indicated that temporary wells TW32B 
and TW33B were located in an area with total fuel-related contamination that was approsimately 50 up/L. 

However, the total fuel-related results from inlennediate temporary well TW34B that \\.as located immediately 
south of Area 1 are consistent with RI data. Data collected during the RI and this invcstigalion cshibiled no Tuel- 
related contamination in the immediate vicinity of this well location. 

With respect to total solvent-related contamination in the lower portion of the surficial aquifer. the results from 
this investigation are consistent with the results of the RI (Figure 8). Data collected during Ihe RI and this 
investigation indicated that in the vicinity of intermediate temporar)l monitoring wells TW328, TW33B and 
TW34B total solvent-related contamination generally ranged between 100 ug/L and 300 ug/L. 

Area 2 

Contamination within Area 2 was primarily solvent-related and was detected in botl! the upper and lower portions 
of the surficial aquifer. Total solvent-related conlamination levels ranged between 30 ug/L and 900 udL. 
Inconsistencies were noted between the data gathered during this investigation: and the RJ conducted by Baker 
in 1994 with respect to total fuel-related contamination in the lower portions of Ihe surficial aquifer. Total 
solvent-related contamination levels throughout the surfkial aquifer and fuel-related contamination in the upper 
portion of the surkial aquifer were generally consistent across both investigations with a t’ew limited exceptions. 

CJpper Portion of the Surficiai Aquifk- 

Total fuel-reiated contamination in the upper portion of the surficial aquifer within Area 2 was limited to a single 
detection of xylene in a shallow temporary well (TW36A = 4 J)(Figure 5). However, total solvent related- 
contamination was detected in the two shallow lelnporar)’ wells (TW36A = 608 us/L and TW37A = 33 ug/L) 
located within the limits of Area 2. 

The total solvent related-contamination de&ted in temporary well TW36A consisted of vinyl chloride (3 J ug/L)- 
total 1,2-dichloroethene (450 ug/L), trichloroedlene ( I 10 ug/L) , I. I ,2-trichloroelhane (4 ug/L), and I. L-2,2- 
telrachloroethane (4 1 ug/L), The total solvent related-contaminalioll detected in lemporary well TW37A total 
1,2-dichloroethene (22 ug/L) and trichloroethene (11). 

With respect to total fuel-related contamination in the upper portion of‘ the surGcial aquifer, Ihe results of this 
investigation are generally consistent with the results ofthe RI (Figure 5). Data collected during this investigation 
and Rl data indicated that in the vicinily oftemporary wells TW36A and TW37A. rind pcrmancnt well MW27A, 
total fuel-related contaminalion was less than IO us/L. 
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With respect to total solvent-related contamination iti the upper portion of the surficiai aquifer, the results from 
this investigation are also generally consistent with the results of the Rl with the exception of a single sample that 
was collected from temporary well TW36A. Data collected during the RI and this investigation indicated that 
in the vicinity of temporary well TW37A total solvent-related contamination was less than 100 ug/L, and in the 
vicinity of MW27A no solvent-related contamination was detected. 

RI data indicated that in the vicinity of TW36A no solvent-related contamination was detected. However, the 
sample collected from TW36A during the current investigation exhibited 608 ug/L of total solvent-related 
contamination. 

Lower Portion Of the Strficial Am&r 

No total fuel-related contamination was detected in the lower portion of the surticial aquifer within the limits of 
Area 2 (Figure 7). However, total solvent related-contamination was detected three intermediale temporary wells 
(TW35B = 801 ug/L, TW36B = 886 ug/L and TW37B = 148 ug/L) located within the limits of Area 2 
(Figure 8). 

The total solvent related-contamination detected in temporary well TW35B consisted of vinyl chloride (8 J ug/L), 
total 1,2-dichloroethene (500 us), and trichloroethene (290). The total solvent related-contamination detected 
in temporary well TW36B consisted of vinyl chloride (6 J ug/L), total l-2-dichloroethene (400 ug/L, and 
trichloroethene (480 II@). The total solvent related-contamination detected in temporary well TW37&.&nsisted 
of vinyl chloride (2 J ug/L), total 1,2-dichloroethene (8 1 L&L), and trichloroethene (65 ug/L). 

With respect to total fuel-related contamination in the lower portion of the surficial aquifer. the results of this 
investigation are somewhat inconsistent with the results of the Rl. Samples collected under the current 
investigation from all three intermediaee temporary wells (TW35B, TW36B, and TW37B) located within the 
liinits of Area 2 exhibited no detections of fuel-related contamination. However. Rl data indicated that temporary 
wells TW36B and TW37B were located in an area with total fuel-related contamination that exceeded IO0 ug/L, 
and temporary well TW35B was located in an area with total fuel-related contamination ehat ranged between 
50 ug/L and 100 ug/L. This inconsistency can also be explained by source removal. 

With respect to total solvent-related contamination in the lower portion of the surficial aquifer. the results from 
this investigation are generally consistent with the results of the Rl with the exception of-a single sample that was 
collected from intermediate temporary well TW37B. Data collected during this in\:cstigaGon and RJ data 
indicated that in the vicinity of temporary monitoring wells TW35B, TW36B and TW37B total solvent- related 
contamination was on the order of magnitude of 1,000 L&L. This is consistent with contamination levels detected 
during the current investigation at monitoring wells TW35B and TW36B. However. a sample collected from 
temporary well TW37B exhibited 148 ug/L of total solvent-related conlamination. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the background titiormation and data that was gathered during the Pre interim Remedial lnvcstigation 
field activities the following conclusions can made: 

Area 1 

l The commencemenl date of bypass demolition achilies will no1 impact Arca I 
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0 Fuel related contamination in the surlicia’l aquifer, within the limits of Area 1, has been potentially 
impacted by the removal of petroleum contaminated soils in the vicinity of the former Fuel Farm and 
Building G480. The results of the RI indicate that Area 1 was located in an area with surficial 
groundwater contamination that exceeded 1,000 ug/L of total fuel-related contamination (upper portion 
of the surficial aquifer). However, during this investigation no fuel-related contamination was detected 
in the surficial aquifer within the limits of Area 1. 

l Within the limits of Area 1 no substantial changes in the levels of solvent-related contamination 
occurred between April 1994 and February 1997. The levels of total solvent related contamination 
within the limits of Area 1 detected during this investigation are generally consistent with the RI results. 

l Based on the levels of total solvent-related contamination and the extent of contaminalion, Area I is a 
sufficient location for the installation of an IAS system but not the optimal location. Although 
contamination is present in Area 1, the optimal location for the IAS system would be in the area with 
the highest and most widespread levels of total solvent-related contamination. The maximum level of 
total solvent-related contamination within the limits of Area 1 (298 ug/L ) is substantially lower than 
the maximum level observed within the limits of Area 2 (886 q/L). Total solvent-related contamination 
is limited to the lower portion of the lower portion of the surficial aquifer within the limits of Area I. 
Total solvent-related contamination was observed in the upper and lower portions of the surlicial aquifer 
within the limits of Area 2. 

l No substantial clay layer or strata that could potentially impact the design and implementation of the IAS 
system were identified above the Castle Hayne confining unit in Area 1. 

l The top of the Castle Hayne confining unit is approximately 44 feet bgs within Area I. 

0 No substantial clay layer was identified above the Castle Hayne conlining unit in Area I. 

Area 2 

0 The implementation of Phase I construction activities could potentially be delayed if Area 2 is selected 
as the proposed location. The commencement date of bypass demolition activities in Area 2 is somewhat 
uncertain. The implementation of Phase 1 construction Activities will require the removal of Buildings 
TC-473 and TC-474, and associated parking facilities. 

0 Within the limits of Area 2 limited changes in the levels of solvent-related contamination occurred 
between April 1994 and February 1997. The levels of total solvent related contamination within the 
limits of Area 2 detected during this investigation are generally consistent \vith the RI results with two 
exceptions. Monitoring well TW36A exhibited 148 ug/L of total solvent-related contamination but a 
detection of over IO00 ug/L was anticipated based on RI data. Monitoring \vcll TW3OA exhibited 600 
ug/L of total solvent-related conlamination. However, no contamination was anticipated at this location. 

/‘-=- l 

Fuel related contamiiration in the surlicial aquifer, within the limits of Area 2. has been potentially been 
impacted by the removal of petroleum contaminated soils in the vicinity of the former Fuel Farm and 
Building G480. The results of the RI indicate that Arca 2 was located in an arca \vith surlicial 
groundwater contaminalion that escccded 100 ug/L of total fuel-rclatcd contamination (upper and lower 
portion of the surficial aquifer). However. during this invcsligalion fuel-rclatcd contamination was 
limiled to a single dctcction of sylencs (5 ug/L) in the surlicial aquifer within the limits of Arca 2. 
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0 Based on the levels of total solvent-related contamination and the estent of contaminalion, Area 2 is the 
optimal location for the installation of the ,IAS system. The optimal location for the IAS system is in 
the area with the highest and most widespread levels of total solvent-related conlamination. The 
maximum level of total solvent-related contamination within the limits of Area 2 (886 ug/L ) is 
substantially higher than the maximum level observed within the limits of Area I (289 ug/L). Total 
solvent-related contamination was observed in the upper and lower portions of the surficial aquifer 
within the limits of Area 2. However, total solvent-related contamination is limited to the lower portion 
of the lower portion of the surficial aquifer within the limits of Area 1. 

a No substantial clay layer or strata that could potentially impact the design and implement’ation of the IAS 
were identified above the Castle Hayne confining unit in Area 2. 

l The top of the Castle Hayne confining unit is approximately 4 I to 45 feet bgs within Area 2. 

0 No substantial clay layer was identified above the Castle Hayne confining unit in Area 2. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Based on the data obtained from the field investigation and background information. Baker recommends that 
Phase I construction activities be implemented in Area I as proposed in the 100% Design Package. 

Baker appreciates the opportunity to serve LANTDIV on this prqject. If you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to contact me at (4 12) 269-2063 or Mr. Matthew D. Bartman. Baker Actkit>. Coordinator at 
(4 12) 269-2063. 

Sincerely, 

BAKER ENVIRONMENTAL, INC. 

GJ&&T&y 

Daniel L. Bank, P.E. 
Project Manager 

DLB/MDS/lq 
Attachments 

cc: Ms. Lee Anne Rapp, P.E., LANTDIV, Code 183 12 (w/o attachments) 
Mr. Neal Paul, Camp Lejeune 
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TABLE 1 

. 

TEMPORARY WELL CONSTRUCTION DATA 
PREINTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION FIELD INVESTIGATION 

SITE 35, CAMP GEIGER AREA FUEL FARM 
CONTRACT TASK ORDER 0323 

Monitoring Well 

Shallow Temporary Wells 

31%TW32A 

35TW3JA 

35TW36A 

35-TW37A 

Intermediate Temporary Wells 

35-TW32B 

35-TW33B 

35-TW34B 

35-TW35B 

35-TW36B 

35-TW37B 

Date Well Depth feet Screeued feet Iutcrval fee 
Constructed . hY bgs from bgs to 

3124191 17.5 7.5 17.5 

3/24/97 I6 6 I6 

3/25/97 18 8 18 

3/26/97 17 7 17 

3/24/97 46 41 46 

3124197 46 41 46 

3125197 45 40 45 

3125197 46 41 46 

3125197 45 40 45 

3/25/97 46 41 46 



. 

TABLE 2 

. 

VOLATILE ORGANIC CONTAMINATION 
PRE-INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTION FIELD INVESTIGATION 

SITE 35, CAMP GEIGER AREA FUEL FARM 
MCB, CAMP LEJEUNE 

CONTRACT TASK ORDER 0323 

Well Number and Date Sampled 

35.'11\'32&05 knv32,05 35.Tw33A-05 35.TW33B-05 35.TW34B-05 35.TW35B-05 35.lX'36A-05 35.TW36B-05 35-Tw37A05 35.nv3m-05 35-Mw26A-05 35mw27,bos 
Compound 2t2Sl91 2125191 2125191 2/25/97 2l26197 2l26l97 2J26191 2l2619.l U26l91 2126197 2l27797 2l27l91 

Vinyl Chloride ND 45 ND 65 5J 83 3J 6J ND 25 ND ND 

I ,2-Dichlordethene ND 170 ND 290 210 500 450 400 22 81 ND ND 
(total) 

Chloroform ND N-D 25 ND ND 35 6J ND ND ND ND ND 

Bromodichioromethane ND ND ND ND ND 35 45 ND ND ND ND ND 

Trichloroethene ND 35 ND NJ3 22 290 I IO 480 II 65 ND ND 

1 .I .2-Trichloroethane ND ND ND NJ3 ND ND 45 ND ND ND ND m 

l:l,22-Tetrachlorethane ND ND ND ND ND ND 41 ND ND ND ND ND 

Xylct1e (total) ND ND ND ND ND ND 45 ND ND ND ND ND 

Footnotes: 

ND = Non Detection 
J = Estimated Quantic 
All Concentraiions are in ilp/L. 
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ATTACHMENT C 
LABORATORY DATA AND CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY SHEETS 



l l 

1 

Weston Environmental Met! Inc. (Gulf Coast) 

RFW Batch Number: 97026273 
VOLATILES BY GC. _ 

Client: Baker-Le.ieune #323 
Report Date:R$3etll~~ A 

Work Order: 0000-00-O 9 

Cust ID: 35-TW32A.05 35.TW32B-05 35.TW33A-05 35.TW33B-05 35.TW33B-05 35-TW35B-05 ,, 

Sample RFW#: 001 002 003 004 004 DL 005 
Information Matrix: WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER 

1 1 10 
WATER 

D.F.: 1 1 1 
Units: ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L w/L 

1 ' Z-Dvzhloroethane-d4 93 % 95 % 95 % 92 % 94 % 90 Y 
Surrogate Toluene-d8 97 % 97 % 97 % 103 % ’ 99 % 95. i 
Recovery 4-Bromofluorobenzene 91 % 97 % 98 % 99 % 98 % 91 % 
--------=fP=f~r========================- -==,rxfl =Et=========fl ==========+=l ===P==k=='==fl =======aPBI=fl ============fl 

Chloromethane 
Bromomethane P 
Vinyl chloride 
Chloroethane 
Methylene Chloride 
Acetone 
Carbon Uisulfide 
l,l-Dichloroethene 
l,l-Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethene (total) 
Chloroform 
1,2-Dichloroethane 
2-Butanone 

10 u 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 

:; III 

:;. i 
10, u 
10 u 
10 u 

,:i 1 
10 u 
10 u 

.'lO u 

i zl i 
10 u 
10 u 

:!I L-i 

:; ! 
10 u 
10 u 

iI i 

:!I i 
4 J 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i ; 
170 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i i 
3 J 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i G 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

7 ju 

ii i 
10 u 
10 u 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 

;: i 
10 u 

:i kl 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 U 

l; Y 

ii i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

220 E 
10 u 
10 u 

:i ! 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i kl 
lb u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 
8 J 

10 u 
10 u 

ii i 

ii ; 
420 E 

- -_.--..- - 
l,l,l-Trichloroethane 
Ca ,rbon Tetrachloride 
Br lomodichloromethane 
1: 2-Dichloro ropane 

f : 
s-1,3-Dich oropropene 7 
ichloroethene 

- 
- 

Dibromochloromethane 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
Pans-1,3-Dichloropropene 
Bromoform 
4-Methyl-&pentanone 
2-Hexanone 
Tetrachlorm 
l&2,2-Tetrachloroethane 

3 J 
10 u 
10 u 

ii i 
3 3 

10 u 
10 u 

210 E 
10 u 
10 u 

$I i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

ie 

Toluene 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

*= Outside of WA CLP QC limits. 
.+--3. I .Q . 



. . 
I 

-' . RFW Ba umber: 97026273 Client: Baker-Le.ieune $6 Work Order: 0000-00-O Paqe: lb 
Cust ID: 35.TW32A-05 35.TW32B=05 -TW33A-05 35.TW33B-05 35.TW33B-05 35.Tw35~ 

RFW#: 

Chlorobenzene 10 u 10 u 10 u 10 u 100 u 
Ethylbenzene 10 u 

:I 10 i u 

10 u 10 u 100 u 

;;~~,e;e~t t I) 
*= Outsid: if 

10 10 u u 10 10 u u 10 10 u u 100 100 u u 10 u 
tPA CLP UC limits. 



L 
.  

I  . . 
Weston Environmental Me+ Inc. (Gulf Coast) 

VOLATILES BY (; : HSL LIST Report Date: 03/U/97 h 
N 

6 + 
RFW Batch Number: 97026273 Client: BakerTLe.ieune #323 Work Order: 0000-00-O Pace: 2a 

Cust ID: 35=TW35B-05 35.TW36A-05 35.TW36A-05 35-RBOl-05 35.TBOl-05 35.TB02-05 (.. 

Sample 
Informati.on 

RFW#: 
Matrix: 
"%l 

005 DL 006 006 DL 007 008 009 
WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER 

10 1 10 1 1. I1 
ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug?L 

1 ' Z-Uichloroethane-d4 91 % 99 % 95 Y 96 % 94 % 
Surrogate Toluene-d8 ;fl i 106 % 100 ; 
Recovery 4-Bromofluorobenzene 101 % 92 % 

I:: ii 1001 % 
98! % 

_--_-------__----------------- Z====r=tPPP=PP=------------------------------ fl =t===t=9=Pfafl =======f====fl ===P='======fl ===t==t===='fl t==r====tf==fl 
Chloromethane 
Bromomethane 
Vinvl chloride 
Chloroethane 
Methylene Chloride 
Acetone 
Carbon Disulfide 
l.l-Dichloroethene 
l$Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethenem 
Chloroform 
l+Dichloroethane 
.2-Butanone 
l,l,l-Trichloroethane 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Bromodichloromethane 
1,2-Dichloro ropane 

Y 
-~ 

cis-1.3-Dich oropropene 
Trichioroethene ' ' 
Dibromochloromethane 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 

!!~!$?,3-Dichioropropene 
Bromoform 
4-Methyl-2-pentanone 
2-Hexanone 
Tetrachloroether 
lJ.,2,2-Tetrachjzroethane 
Toluene 
*= Outside of tPA CLP QC limits. 

:h 

10 u 

l!i ju 
10 u 
10 u 

:i ; 

:i : 

38i jE 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 
4 3 

10 u 
10 u 

110 
10 u 

;; 5 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
41 
10 u 

r‘: : 

100 u 

:;i uu 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 
450 D 
100 u 

:!I !I 

E Ii 
100 u 

:i i 

% ; 

E i 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 
100 u 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

3; i 
1D u 
10 u 

ii i 
10 u 

ii i 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 

ii i 

ii i 

iii i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10, u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

pj 
f, . 

. . ;’ 



< 

RFW Ba' umber: WI;6273 Client: Baker-Le,ieune #? ' Work Order: 0000-00-O Paqe: 2b 
Cust ID: 35-TW35B-05 35.TW36A-05 ,)-TW36A-05 35-RBOl-05 35.TBOl;05 35-TBOi. 

RFW#: 005 DL 006 006 DL 007 008 do9 

Chlorobenzene 
Ethylbenzene 

100 u 
100 u -̂  ̂ . . 

t 1) 
*= Outsid: if tVA CLP QC limits. 

IUU u 
100 u 

10 10 u 100 u 10 u 

'ii ! 100 u . 
4 J :ii i 

'10 10 u u 10 10 u u 
10 u 10 u 

ii i 
10 u 



Cust ID: 35-lW36B-05 35.TW36B-05 35-TW36B-05 35-TW36B-05 35.TW36BD-05 35.TW36BDm05 ~, 

Sample 
Information 

RFW#: 010 010 DL 010 MS 010 MSD 011 011 DL 
Matrix': 'WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER 
u%i I 1 10 1 1 1 10 

ug/L uglL ug/L ugll ug/L ug/L 

1 Z-Dichloroethane-d4 91 % 103 % 93 % 95 % 94 % 99 % 
Surrogate ' Toluene-d8 

'E : ii: i 
99 % 

?ii : 
97 % 96. % 

Recovery 4-Bromofluorobentene 103 % 97 % 101: % 
===r=f='ftXXIPf===t=======~------------- --^---------------f-l ==rP=x==Xrffl =========tPPfl Px==tr'XI==fl ============f] I=tfP=======fl 

Chloromethane 
Bromomethane 
Vinyl chlorir 
Chloroethane 
Methylene Chloride 
Aratnnn 
r\Lb LB”! IL 

Carbon Di sulfide 
l,l-Dichloroethene 
l,l-Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethene (total) 
Chloroform 
1,2-Dichloroethane 
2-Butanone 
l,l,l-Trichloroethane 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Bromodichloromethane 
1,2-Dichloro ropane 

7 cis-1,3-Dich oropropene 
Trichloroethene 
Dibromochloromethane 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 

c 

3none 
Bromoform 
4-Methyl-m 
2-Hexanone 
Tetrachloroethel 
1,1,2.2-Tetrach?koethane 
Toluene 

;; 1. 

6 J 
10 u 

:; ! 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

3;i : 
10 u 
10 u 

:i i 
10 u 

Ei i 

3Ti : 
10 u 

:; ! 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 
5 J 

10 u 

;!i ! 
10 u 

114 % 
10 u 

340 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

4; i 
10 u 

91 % 
10 u 
10 u 

117 % 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

ii i 
10 u 

108 % 

ii ! 
6 J 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 

129 % 
10 u 

350 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i i 

ifi :: 
10 u 

'Yo i 
10 u 

Yo i 
10 u 
10 u 

ii i 
10 u 

107 % 

10 u 
10 u 
5 J 

ii i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

320 E 

ii' i: 
10 u 

:i i 

:i ! 
.lO u 

3;; ; 

:: li 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

*= Outside of tPA CLP QC limits. 



I  t  
*  

RFW Bat mber: 97026273 Client: Baker-Le.ieune #3: Work Order: 0000-00-O Pase: 3b 
Cust ID: 35.TW36B-05 35.TW36B-05 TW36B-05 35.TW36B-05 35.TW36BD.05 35.TW36b. !G 

RFW#: 010 010 DL 010 MS 010 MSD 011 011 DL 

Chlorobentene 
Ethylbenzene 

J 100 u 10 u 100 u 106 % 102 % 10 [ 
10. u 100 u 10 u 
10 u 
10 u :!I: ! 

:i i :i i 
10 u :: i 10 u 

100 u 

zl i 



Weston Environmental Met Inc. (Gulf Coast) 

RFW Batch Number: 
VOLATILES BY GL 

97026273 Client: Baker-Le.ieune #323 
Report Date:P;3ell/?J; : 

Work Order: 0000=00-O 9 : 

Cust ID: 35.TW34B-05 35.TW37B=05 35.TW37A=05 35mTW37AD-05 35-IDWOl-05 35.MW26A'-05 .?=*. 

Sample 
Information 

RF!#: 012 013 014 015 016 017 

MakrFx i 
WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER WATER 

1 1 1 1 1 
ug!L 

1 UnitsI 
ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L 

I 

100 % 92 % 98 
97: 

% 
104 % 90 % % 

Recovery 4-Bromofluorobenrene 100 % 90 % 97 % 
========t===fl =fr'=rflP===fl ======m+fl 

10 iJ. 
10 u 
5 3 

10 U' 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 

10 u Chloromethane 
Bromomethane 
Vinyl chloride 
Chloroethane 
Methylene Chl 
Acetone 
Carbon Disulfide 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 1; Ju 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
22 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i i 

:i i 
10 u 

zi u 
10 u 

:i ii 

~~ i 
10 u 
10 u 

:; !I! 
210 

10 u 
10 u 

ii i 
10 'U 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 

:: i 
10 u 
10 u 
49 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 

;I k! 
10 u 
81 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

l,l-Dichloroethene 
l,l-Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethene (total) 
Chloroform 
1,2-Dichlom 
2-Butanone '- .-~ 

ane 10 u 
10 u 
10 u l,l,l-Trichloroethane -~--- 

Carbon Tetrachloride 
Bromodichloromethane 
1,2-Dichloropropane 
cis-1.3-Dichjorborooene 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 
16 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

:i i 
65 
10 u 

:; kl 
10 u 
10 u 

ii i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
22 
10 u 

Trichloroethene 
Oibromochloromethane 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 
Bromoform 
4-Methyl&pentanone 
2-Hexanone 
Tetrachloroethene 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
Toluene 
*= Outside of tPA CLP QC limits. 

10 u 
10 u 1; i 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 

,J--.. 



I I f ,t 

RFW Bat mber: 97026273 Client: Baker-Le.ieune #3' Work Order: 0000-00-O Pase: 4b 
Cust ID: 35.TW34B-05 35.TW37B-05 TW37A-05 35eTW37AD-05 35.IDWOl-05 35-MW26A,.-.-, 

RFW#: 012 013 014 015 d16 017 

Chlorobenzene 10 u 10 u 10 u 10 u 10 u 10 u 
Ethylbenzene 10 u 

i! i 

:; li :i i 10 u 10 u 10 u 
10 u 10 u 

10 u 1ou I 10 u 10 u :I 1 

tlJA CLP QC limits. 



1 1 

Weston Environmental Met Inc. (Gulf Coast) 
VOLATILES BY G, HSL LIST 

CT 

RFW Batch Number: 97026273 Client: Baker-Le.ieune #323 . 
Report Date:Pi3;11/97 \ 

Work Order: 0000-00-O 9: 5a 
p" 

Cust ID: 35.MW27A-05 VBLKCF VBLKCF BS VBLKCH VBLKCH BS VBLKCJ r- 

Sample RFW#: 018 
Information Matrix: WATER 

97GV;;T;RMBl 97GV;;;:RMBl 97GVi;;;RMBl 97GVi;;;RMBl 97GV;;;gRMBl 

"%l 
1 1 1 1 '1 1 

ug/L ug/L ug/L ug/L ugll ug/L 

1 Z-Dichloroethane-d4 
Surrogate ' 

90 % 93 % 100 % 96 % I 91 % 99 % 
Toluene-d8 98 % 104 % 

Recovery 4-Bromofluorobenzene l;: ii 95 % 104 % :Ki iI ;76 : 
100 % 
106 % 

=tlPlt==ttr=fftPI======ttf=========------------- -------------fl--,---------tfl--------=-----fl t====P======fl ZXPt==Plf===fl =====l==zPcfl 
, Chloromethane 

Bromomethane 
Vinyl chlorir 
Chloroethane 
Methylene Chloride 
Acetone 
Carbon Disulfide 
l,l-Dichloroethene 
l,l-Dichloroethane 
1,2-Dichloroethene (total) 
Chloroform 
1,2-Dichloroethane 
Z-Butanone 
l,l,l-Trichloroethane 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Bromodichloromethane 
1,2-Dichloro 

? 
ropane 

cis-1,3-Dich oropropene 
Trichloroethene 
Dibromochloromethane 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 
Bromoform 
4-Methyl-2-pentanone 
Z-Hexanone 
Tetrachloroethene 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
Toluene 
*= Outside of tPA CLP QC limits. 

10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 

:E! i 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

10 u 
10 u 
10 u 

108 % 

10 u 

:i i 
10 u 
10 u 
10 u 



1 i 
< I  

RFW Bat mber: 97026273 Client: Baker-Le,ieune #3' WorkV;;;l;: 0000~00-0 Paqe: '5b 
Cust ID: 350MW27A-05 VBLKCF KCF BS VBLKCH BS VBLKCJ 

RFW#: 018 97GVE087-MB1 97GVE087-MB1 97GVE088-MB1 97GVE088-MB1 97GVE089-MB1 \,, 

Chlorobenzene 10 u 10 u 102 % 10 u 112 % 
Ethylbenzene 

10 u 
10 u 10 u 10 u 10 u 10 u 
10 u 10 u 
1ou 10 u 

ii i :i ; 
:i 

vu 10 u 

tPA CLP QC Ilmits. 
10 u 10 u 

I 
.,- .a. 



4 I 

Weston Environmental Met . 
P 

Inc. (Gulf Coast) 
VOLATILES BY C , HSL LIST 

97026273 Client: Baker=Le.ieune #323 
Report Date:P;3;11/;; 

Work Order: 0000-00-O Q 

Cust ID: VBLKCJ BS ,' 
,"J 

Sample 
Information 

RFW#: 97GV;;;;RMBl 
Matrix: 

uF1k 
1 

ug/L 

1 2-Dichloroethane-d4 
Surrogate ' 

106 % 
Toluene-d8 101 % 

Recovery 4-Bromofluorobenzene 107 % 
--i-------------------^^----------------------- _^__-___-__--------___^I^______^______ fl ============fl =tP========q-l ==E======XPlfl ===E=t======fl ============fl 

Chloromethane 
Bromomethane 
Vinyl chloride 
Chloroethane 
Methylene Ch- 
Acetone 
Carbon Uisulfide 

2-Butanone 
1. l,l-Trichloro' ethane 
Carbon Tetrachloride 
Bromodichloromethane 

- -~ 

1,2-Dichloro ropane 
cis-1,3-Dich oropropene 7 

- 

- 
- 

Trichloroethene 
Dibromochloromethane 
1,1,2-Trichloroethane 
Benzene 
trans-1,3-Dichloropropene 
Bromoform 
4-Methyl-&pem 
2-Hexanone 
Tetrachloroethene 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
Toluene 
*= Outside of tPA CLP QC limits. 

'5-y I : 



i i . . 

. inber: 97026273 Client: Baker-Le.ieune #? Work Order: 0000-00-O Paw: 6b' 
Gust ID: VBLKCJBS : 

RFW#: 97GVE089-MB1 

t t 1) 
doe if tPA CLP QC limits. 



Client ID/Description 

FIELD PERSONNEL: COMPLETE ONLY SHADED AREAS 

Special Instructions: 

‘&cj ,&f ..y-&.-@ 

1 DATE/REVISIONS: 

- 1. 

- 2. 

- 6. 

Rellnquisnea 
’ bY 

Samples were: COC Tape was: 
1) Shipped _ or 1) Present on Outer 
Hand Delivered _ Package Y or N 
Airbill # 

a. 2) Unbroken on Outer 
2) Ambient or Chilled 

3j Received In Good 

P&age Y or N 

Condition Y or N 
” 3) Present on S&pie 

Y or N 

4) Labels Indicate ’ 
Properly Preserved 

” $&broken on 

Y or N 
Sample Y .or N 

RFW 21.21-001/A-7/91 

Receivea 
by 

- L372 : L373 - L375 - L377 - .L378 Ref# Cooleri! ::;‘. 381.596a 
,.,>a: L 

,.: $ 
.y.. ,: 

.* . . ; .;:. *$, I I 

WESTON Analytics Use Only 





/- 

. 

ATTACHMENT D 
BORING LOGS ___-._ -___- .-_ -..-.-.- _, __ . 
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